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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this Sudy was to describe and analyze the literacy

invitations in two, grade one classrooms in a suburban dual track

(Englísh/French lmmersion) elementary school. The maín focus of the

research was to document the integration and implementation of an

interactive software computer program into classroom literacy instruction.

Data were obtained over a three month period from January to March 1gg4

and included: classroom observations, collection and analysis of students'

oral reading and writing samples, and interviews with both students and

their teachers.

The study considered the effect of interactive computer sottware on

students' reading and writing proficiency. Findings suggest that the

computer software does more than pique the interest of students. Using

the interactive software programs enabled students to become more

strategic readers and to increase both their oral reading fluency and

comprehension. There was an observable increase in motivation to read

other materials, either in the same genre or by the same author. As

assessed both through length and the increase in the number of

conventionally spelfed words, the quality of students' writing was atso

enhanced. Reading and rereading the stories also enabled students to

partícipate more fully in classroom discussions and follow-up activíties.

The study provides a theoretical framework for integrating interactive

computer software into literacy acquisition programs.
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CHAPTER 1

NATURE OF THE STUDY

Comouter proc¡rams will not reolace books
and pictures, nor will technoloqical developments
lessen the need for readinq and writinq. Rather,
technoloqv in the information aqe will create
demands for readers and writers who can select and
use apÞrooriate materials and media for specífic
situations and purooses.

Connections between print and technology can be
made in the early years, with carefully selected
software programs that contain meaningful texts and
that are used for purposes that are understood by
children and are important to them.

The connections between reading, writing and
technology must occur in social contexts. ln addition
to interacting with the children as they are involved in
reading and writing, teachers must allow and
encourage children to interact with one another as
they engage in activ¡ties that promote their
communication abilities in an information age (lrwin,
1987. pp. a9-50).

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this research was to describe and to analyze the

literacy invitations in two, grade one classrooms. Many of the invitations

that were available to the students were similar to the ones in whole

language classrooms described by Bergeron (1990). These attributes of

whole language included: fostering reading for meaning, using real

literature in various genres, incorporating writing that was both meaningful

and functional, and providing and encouraging opportunities for students

to work cooperatively in order to enrich students' learning and fuel their

need to know.
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The classroom teachers in this study wanted to implement the

interactive computer software into their literacy program and monitor the

effects of such programs on their students' literacy development. The

teachers wanted to determine the best way to achieve curricular integration

of these literacy resources while at the same time maintaining sound

pedagogical principles. Thus the study had three maín foci: (a) the

teachers, (b) their students, and (c) the interactive computer software.

Sionif icanc-e of theSludv

Given the new technology, administrators, parents, and society in

general would like to see students use computers in their classrooms.

School divisions are supplying hardware and moneys for software to meet

these demands. Teachers are encouraged to use the technology,

frequently wíth littfe or no training. Many teachers are unable to art¡culate

either their own educational goals or the goals of the software. Often

teachers are undecíded about whether the computer is a teacher or a tool.

This study was undertaken to help educators integrate technofogy into their

pedagogical practice based on sound theory. Professionals need to make

connections between the computer-based instructional activities under

investigation in this study and the pert¡nent research and theory related to

off-line reading and writing activities. Practitioners need to understand that

the same evaluation principles and theoretical basics apply to the

computer software that apply to other instructional materials. There is a

need to investigate a wide range of variables; for example, motivation,

social contexts, and the amount of time spent on the activity - variables that

are frequently not considered as factors in computer program instruction.



The majority of studies concerning the effects of computer assisted

learning attend to the consequences of specific programs (Decker, 19g1;

Drexler et al, 1990; Hoot & Kimler, 1gg7) and use aquantitative research

design (Reinking & Schreiner, 1g8S; Roth & Beck, 1gg7; Standish, lgg2).

This study provides qualitative research to meet the needs of today's

professionals who wish to integrate computers into instruction that is based

on a holistic philosophy.

Contribution to Existino Literature

The research of Blackstock (1ggg) seems to suggest that computer

programs facilitate changes in teachers and their curricular methods and

are successfully integrated when teachers: (a) see their relevance ín

working with children and (b) receive support and encouragement in

effecting change. The position of lnrrin (1g97) and others (Durrell, lggl;
Miller, 1989) is that few computer software programs are congruent with

current views on literacy acquisition. Other researchers consider that the

computer is a teaching tool. Reitsma (1ggg) for example, suggests that the

development of proficient reading skills in beginners is enhanced by

independent practice when opportunities for reinforcement are provided

through computer-generated speech feed-back. There needs to be more

research to support these contentions.

Research Questíons

The present study poses questions regarding the ínstructional use of

computer programs in classrooms and their educational effects. The first

set of questions pertains therefore to instructional use.



lnstructional lntegration

1. How is the CD-Rom computer software integrated to meet the

curricular requirements of the class?

2. Are sound pedagogical methods being used in íntegrating

these programs?

3.

teachers?

Do these programs reflect the literacy philosophy of the

The first questíon was designed to document the way ín which the

teachers integrated the computer into their regular reading and writing

programs. lt is ímportant that computer use be part of the literacy

acquisition program and not an "add on". ln this way the computer

becomes another avenue, in conjunction with sound pedagogical practice,

to devefop literacy. Computer use must be related to learning as a whole

and not carried out as an isofated activity.

The second research question was generated based on the belief

that teachers have little opportunity to voice their understandíng of how

children acquire literacy. Once this tacit knowledge becomes explicit,

teachers will be better able to evaluate computer software by determining

the congruency between the computer program and their own

philosophical tenets about teaching and learning.

The third question addresses the need for teachers to be actively

engaged in the learning process and make curricular decisions based on

current language theory.



Effects on the Students

Current literacy theory suggests that print be presented in interesting

and relevant contexts, in which children are able to use all of the language

cueing systems [the graphophonic, semantic, syntactic and pragmatíc]

drawing on their prior knowledge and creating new meaning. lf these

"talking books" are able to present interesting and relevant print, wíll the

reading and writing performance of these early learners be enhanced?

The fourth and fifth questions were therefore developed to determine the

effect of using interactive computer software programs on student

performance.

4. Do interactive software computer programs enhance the

reading efficiency of students?

5. ls writing performance ultimately enhanced by using the

interactive software?

6. In what ways does the introduction of interactive computer

software do more than pique the interest of students?

ln our current technological age, students have opportunities to do

many interesting things with computers, often unrelated to academic

learning. The sixth question was posed to establish whether students

viewed the computer programs as instructional tools to facilitate learning.

Overview of the Studv

The research methodology used ín this study is described by Guba

(1989) as a form of evaluation in which the claims, concerns, and issues



serve as the basis for determining what information is needed. Evaluation

research ís embedded within the social constructivist perspective that

affirms learners acquire and create knowledge in the process of interacting

with others as they complete tasks in meaningful and functional situations.

The more knowledgeable person is able to model, question, and provide

feedback, and to encourage the learner to operate independenily. Rogoff

(1984) termed this finely tuned interaction between more knowledgeable

and fess knowledgeable persons as guided participation.

The theoretical basis of guided participation can be found in the

work of vygotsky (1978, p.86) who described the Zone of proximal

Development (z.P.D.) as 'the distance between a child,s actual

developmental level, as determined through independent problem solvíng

and the child's potential development, as determined through problem

solving either under adult guidance or through collaboratíon with more

capable peers." Learners move through their Z.p.D. by scaffolded

instruction which encompasses three main phases. An adult, or

knowledgeable peer: (a) models the intended outcome; (b) provides

guided practice during which the instructor and the student share the

responsibility for attaining the desired outcome; and (c) furnishes

opportunities for independent work by the student.

From these perspectives, literacy acquisition is best described in

terms of the philosophy of whole language. From a content analysis of

sixty-four professional articles related to whole language, Bergeron (1990)

characterizes whole languaqe as



a concept that embodies both a philosophy of language
development as well as the instructíonal approaches
embedded within, and supportive of, that philosophy. This
concept includes the use of real literature and writing in the
context of meaningful, functional, and cooperative
experiences in order to develop in students motivation and
interest in the process of learning (p. 319).

Using these descriptors which provide the theoretical basis for

understanding literacy acquisition, the investigator assumed the role of

participant observer to document the integration and implementation of

interactive computer software programs into classroom literacy using

observations ín two, grade one classrooms in a suburban, dual track (that

is, an English-French lmmersion) elementary school. ln addition to

classroom observations, oral reading and writing samples were collected

and both the students and their teachers were interviewed.

Definition of Terms

Terms refevant to this study are defined in the followíng section



Computer Terminolooy

CD-Rom Book

Bravo Books

Discis Books

An electronically enhanced version of a hard
copy book. With a "click" on the mouse and
the arrow pointing to any particular word or
picture, the computer program provides
pronunciations, divides words into syllables,
and yields second language translation and
simple in-context definitions. Also referred to
as Hypertext Media Programs, lnteractive
Computer Software, and/or Talking Books.

lnteractive multimedia storybooks that
surround the story with a variety of ínformation
including sound effects, video clips, and
animation. Guided reading support is
provided by providing pronunciation of
unfamíliar words. phrases and sentences, and
labels for unfamiliar objects. Children are
invited to respond to the literature by recording
messages in their own voices or by typing into
a pop-up notepad.

lnteractive multimedia storybooks that display
the pages of well-known storybooks on the
computer screen. accompanied by illustrations
and sound effects. There is the option of
having the storied narrated by the storyteller
who will pronounce the words and provide
definitions on r



Otf-line lnformation not presented on the screen of the
computer, that is, the information appears in
hard copy.

On-screen lnformation that appears on the computer

screen

I nstructional Term inology

Fye-on-Print Behavior This term refers to the left to right eye
movement across a line of print. Clay (1991)
suggests children need to pause to scan word
patterns or ieiter forms without loss of place or
message. She indicates that this learning is
best done on information-rich texts.

Donald Holdaway (1g7g) developed this term
for books that are large enough to be seen
from a dístance and contain language that ís

repetitive enough to enable chitdren to predict
upcoming text and part¡cipate in reading, even
on first presentation.
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Fluency

Practice

Proficient Reading

Repeated Readino

Freedom from word identification problems

which may hinder expression of ideas.

A behavior, reading in this case, is repeated

several times, with the goal of improving
performance/integrating all the linguistic and
non-linguistic systems: semantics, syntactic,
orthographic, lexical, and pragmatic.

The ability to read with comprehension and
fluency.

Frequent rereading of the same passage to
improve fluency, develop automaticity in word
recognition and increase comprehension
(Samuels, 1979).
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The curricular theory underlying this research is the social

constructivist perspective which embodies the theoretical practice of whole

language and Vygotskian axioms, specifically: assisted learning; the social

nature of higher mental functíons; and the zone of proximal development.

Reviews related to the instructional aspects instituted in this study address:

(a) the acquisition of literacy; (b) early reading instruction; (c) the role of Big

Books and shared reading in early reading development; (d) the reciprocal

relationship between reading and writing; and (e) the effect of practice on

beginning reading.

The literature concerning the introduction of computer programs into

instruction will focus on computer applications in early reading and the

potential for such programs as teaching and learning tools.

Social Constructivism and Whole Lanouage

The theory of social constructivism is based on the assumption that

knowledge is constructed through an individual's interaction with the

sociocultural environment; that higher mental functions are social and

cultural in nature; and, that knowledgeable members of a culture help

others learn.
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The sociocultural environment. 'social construction theory

maintains that knowledge is socially patterned and conditioned, that

coming to know is a result of social experiences and interactions., and that

all knowledge and knowledge construction are essent¡ally social acts'

(straw, 1990, p.173). A social constructivist explains that knowledge is

"what people know" or how they define their situations (Greene, 1gg0).

Knowledge is seen as temporary, developmental, socially and culturally

mediated, and thus non-objective. This perspective stresses the symbolic

processes by which human beings create, sustain and produce their life-

worlds. Knowledge is perceived as being identical with language and

other symbol systems, and as such, these are regarded as inseparable. All

aspects of our physical and social world are determined through language

and thought.

Historically, literacy has been an important tool in maintaining the

hegemony of the dominant classes in many societies (scribner, 1994;

Anyon, 1980). Not being a member of the dominate culture may be a

disadvantage, as shirley Brice Heath (1982) discovered when she

obserued children from different communities, first in their homes and then

in schools. She investigated the way patterns of communication generated

in the home corresponded with the patterns which predominate in the

school. Heath observed children from three communities: African-

American working-class, white working class, and both African-American

and white middle class. Her findings suggest that success was closely

associated with community membership. The community whose

communicat¡on patterns most closely resembled those of the school
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produced the most successful students. What young children knew about

language and its use was learned as part of the

interactional/communicative routines of the group in which they grew up.

As suggested by Heath, it seems that early home social environments

shape the way children come to understand the world by providing them

with a particular set of mediation tools by which they learn how to make

and take meaning. These tools vary from community to community.

The social and cultural nature of higher mental functions. The

second assumption of a social constructivist theory of learning suggests

that the higher functions are social and cultural in nature. Vygotsky (19s6)

suggested that higher level functions, such as reading and writing, are

those that require voluntary self-regulation, conscious realization, and the

use of signs for mediation. All of these functions develop as a result of

social phenomena. More knowledgeable individuals begin by modeling

desired behaviors and/or thinking aloud about what has to be learned.

Through the use of language and interaction with others, learners begin to

acquire this knowledge themselves. By talking to themselves as ideas

develop, learners internalíze this knowledge until ít is theír own. Explaíned

in vygotskian terms, the initial learning that occurs between people is

interpsychological; that which occurs withín the learner is
intrapsychological. Thus the movement from interpsychological to

intrapsychological learning becomes discernible as children become more

able to engage independently in activities that once required support from

knowledgeable others.
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The development of higher mental functions is explained through

the phenomenon of "the zone of proximal development" (ZpD). The ZpD is

defined as "the distance between a child's actual developmental level as

determined through independent problem solving and potent¡al

development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance

or a collaboration with more capable peers" (vygotsky, 1978, p.g6). The

learners are engaged in a task beyond their immediate capability and a

facilitator guides them in achieving understanding. Thus knowledge is

acquired by participating in a supportive, social-instructional environment.

The role of knowledgeable others in learning. An important function

of an adult or knowledgeable peer is to facilitate the learning of tasks that

are beyond the learner's level of competence. Thus the third assumption

of the social constructivist theory is assisted learning. Learning occurs in

social contexts that enable the more knowledgeable person to model,

question, and provide feedback, until the learner can operate

independently. Because this is social, learners have to be engaged in

their own learning. This involvement gives the facilitator messages as to

the appropriateness of the instruction.

Teaching and learníng that occurs in this milieu has been termed

guided part¡cipation (Rogoff, 1984). "Guided participation involves a finely

tuned interaction between the assistance provided by adults and the

children's skills ensuring proximity to an involvement with more

experienced people" (p.27). Based on her ethnographic observations ín

formal and informal learning situations, Rogoff suggests that in providing
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learning contexts, adults describe new information in terms that are known

and familiar to ch¡ldren. Adults structure and taílor the problem to each

learner's skill level, and ensure that novices gain expertise so they can

assume responsibility for relevant aspects of the task. All participants are

actively involved in the learning process and the instruction may be explicit

or tacit.

A sociaf constructivist view suggests that the reading and writíng

processes are inseparable (straw, 1991; Tierney and pearson, 1gg4), and

as such represent the language of the culture. The theoretical practice of

whole language is embedded in the social constructivist theory of learning.

The whole child is seen as an active learner in a community of learners,

where an adult or knowledgeable peer provides opportunities for

engagement in authentic and purposeful learning activities. Language

fearning is seen as social and as such includes not only language

acquisítion, but also the transmission and modífication of culture. The

teacher invites the learners to participate in literacy activities that are

purposeful and meaníngful to the individual. Reading and writíng are the

learning vehicles, not the objects of learning.

VygotskÍan Perspectives

As suggested in the foregoing, knowledge is socially constructed

and is dependent on the culture in which the learning takes place.

Classrooms are social organízations and can be arranged in such a way

that social ¡nteractions will be supportive and accepting of the cultures and

social values pupils bring to school.
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Students are able to learn more about their world through social

interactions with peers and adults. This assísted learning is sometimes

referred to as scaffolded instruction and encompasses three main phases:

(a) modeling of the intended outcome by an adult or knowledgeable peer;

(b) guided practice in which the ¡nstructor and the student share the

responsibility of attaining the outcome; and (c) independent work by the

student. This scaffolded instruction provides a framework for developing

instruction. The process is dependent, however, on positive social

interactions between the teacher and the learners.

The zone of proximal development (zpD) is an essent¡al

component of the social constructivist theory. This term describes the

potential learning range of an individual. vygotsky describes it as the

"dístance between a child's actual developmental level as demonstrated

through independent problem solving and the potential development as

determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in

collaboration with a more capable peer" (vygotsky 197g, p.g6). There are

three underlying aspects of the zone of proximal development: (a) There is

a difference between the child's present accomplishment and his/her

potential for future learning; (b) What a child can achieve alone is different

from what he/she can achíeve with guidance; and (c) The learning gap is

moved forward via transfer of control from a more knowledgeable to less

knowledgeable individuals (McOarthy and Raphael, 1gg2).

Vygotsky introduced the notion of ZPD in an effort to deal with two

practical íssues in educational psychology: the assessment of children's

cognitive abilities and the evaluation of instructional practices. ln the case
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of assessment, Vygotsky pointed out that establishing the child's potential

to achieve is based on prior accomplishments. ln order to assess the

child's potential it is therefore necessary to examine the realm of the

activity in which growth takes place.

The second issue is that of evaluating instruction. Vygotsky argues

that "...instruction is good only when it proceeds ahead of development,

when it awakens and rouses to life those functíons that are in the process

of maturing" - those that lie in the zone of proximal development. ln this

way, "instruction plays an extremely important role in development" (lg6s,

cited in Wertsch & Stone, 1985, p. f 65).

Vygotsky claimed that mental processes can be understood only if

an individual understands the tools and signs that mediate them. Signs

are the tools of social interactions. These signs - which may be implícit

within speech and/or gestures, are in the beginning a response to an

individual's external environment. vygotsky (19s6) describes the process

as one of internalization: "An operation that initially represents an external

activity is reconstructed and begins to occur internally' (pp. s6-s4. with

time, this speech turns inward and becomes inner speech. This silent

verbalization exists parallel to one's cognitíve functions and thus meshes

with thought to manifest itself as direct outer speech.

All higher mental functions have a social origin. External activities

that are mediated through interactions and conversations with other

individuals undergo transformations and become internal activities. All

human activities exist on two planes - external and internal. "Every

function in the child's cultural development appears twice: f¡rst on the
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social level, and later on the individual level; first between people -

interpsychological, and then inside the child - ¡ntrapsychological"

(Vygotsky, 1978, p.57). The child invents in the context of authentic social

experiences in which conventions are implicit. Over time, these inventions

begin to conform to the social conventions.

Literacy Acquisition

Theories of reading. Early reading and how children learn to read

have been the basis of great debates. Authorities are polarized around

which approach to use in the teaching of beginning reading. Many

suggest that beginning instruction with the smallest unit, letters and their

sounds, is most beneficial in teaching reading. Researchers (Bond &

Dykstra, 1966; chall, 1967) have long recognized that knowing the letters

of the alphabet is important for success in beginning reading. once

students master letter names, knowing the relationships between the

symbol-sound match is essential (Adams, 1990; Ehri,lgBS). Some

authorities believe that reading and comprehension develop from smaller

parts to increasingly larger parts: by sounding out words and identifying

them, by combining the meanings of individual words to derive the

meaning of the sentence, and by combíning the meanings of sentences to

obtain the meaning of the whole text. Such models of reading are called

sub-skill, code-emphasis, or bottom-up, because the instructional

emphasis stemming from them would, in the extreme, focus only on letters

and their sounds to help the begínning reader break the code through

phonetic means.
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Many authorities argue that reading is a process to be learned

mainly through actual reading; thus readers require extensive practice

(Chomsky, 1976; Samuels, 1979). Repeated reading of whole text helps to

overcome decoding difficulties and enables the reader to integrate all the

knowledge systems - not only the letters and their sounds but also

meaning or semantics and language sense or syntax, thus encouraging

readers to devote more attention to the meaning of the text (Samuels and

LaBerge, 1983; Stanovich, 1980).

Top-down model advocates suggest the purpose for reading is to

obtain meaning. ln their view, readers construct meaning from text based

on their prior knowledge and experiences (Goodman, 19g6; smith, 1g7g).

Goodman (1967) calls breaking the code a 'psycholinguistic guessing

game". He suggests that readers use three, not one, cueing syslems to

predict and infer upcoming words: their semantic knowledge or familiarity

with the topic; their syntactic knowledge or grammatical sense; and their

graphophonic knowledge or knowledge of the symbol/sound

correspondence.

These two modefs of reading do not account for developmental

differences in expert and novice readers nor do they account for what

occurs during the reading process. Rumelhart (1917) presented an

interactive perspective which suggested that as readers process print they

rely on all the knowledge systems to unlock upcoming words - syntactic,

semantic, lexical, and orthographic. "Reading is thus neither a'bottom-up'

nor a'top-down' process, but a synthesis of the two" (Zakaluk, 1gg2, p.12).

Reading is thought to be an interactive, cognitive process in which readers
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decipher the code and at the same time construct meaning based on their

prior knowledge and their knowledge about reading. As suggested by

Vygotsky the social context in which the reading lessons occur also

support learning.

lnstructional I mplications

The instructional implications which stem from the consideration of

both Rumelhart's (1977\ interactive model of reading and Vygotsky's

(1978) theory of social learning suggest that the kínd of classroom required

for successful learning in early reading must provide a semantic and

orthographic base as well as a social dimension. A learning environment

where there is interaction and collaboration enables learners to work in

their "zone of proximal development" (Vygotsky, lgTg) - that cognitive area

in which a learner cannot yet act alone, but can function successfully with

support from an adult or more knowledgeable peer. Language is central to

this process.

The Role of Language

The "uncommonsense" (Mayher, 1gg0) makes sense as we

discover more about children and their reading development. ln

classrooms where teachers develop their students' reading and writing by

building on their students' language and personal experiences, learning

occurs in a supportive and encouragíng environment. Learning comes

about through informed teaching. Through exposure to published

literature in lieu of adaptations in basal readers, participation in authentic

literacy events, and instructional monitoring students are able to develop
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patterns and rules that they are able to aoply to their daily interactions with

prínt (Clay, 1991)

Brian Cambourne (1988) identified seven conditions under which

language and literacy learning take place. These conditions are relevant

to all language learning; that is, learning to read, to write, to spell, to speak,

and to learn a second language.

1. lmmersion of learners in texts of all kinds,

2. Multiple, ongoing demonstrations of construction and use

of texts.

3. The expectation that learners will succeed.

4. Allowing learners to make their own decisions, to

take responsibility.

5. Time and opportunity to use líteracy in realistic,

authentic ways.

6. Allowance for approximation; understanding the

essential nature of mistakes in promoting learning.

7. Response ("relevant, appropriate, timely, readily

available, non-threatening, with no strings attached")

from more knowledgeable peers and adults

(Cambourne, 1988, p.33).

Early Reading

What we do know about

given the opportunity, learn to

school (Harste, Woodward &

early reading is that many children, when

read and write long before they come to

Burke, 1984; Holdaway, 1g7g; Teale &
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sulzby, 1986). Through their storybook reading children develop a sense

of story, and daily they come to recognize many words that are functionally

important to them - McDonald's, stop, walk, Don't walk. Examples of

environmental print are abundant in our culture. Beginníng sludents know

many letter names, they know that letters and sounds go together to make

words - they want to know how to print their names, write letters, help make

grocery lists, and write "l luv u 's". These are examples of some of the

literacy knowledge many of our students have when they arrive at school

(clay, 1966; Morrow, lg8g). Early readers need many opportunities to

capitalize on this functional knowledge about readíng and engage in

literacy activities that allow them to develop and enhance these abilities in

secure and encouraging environments.

Big books and shared reading. Donald Holdaway (1g7g) was

responsible for bringing the bedtime story out of the home and into the

classroom through the practice of shared reading. A child's first

experience with print is frequently with a caregiver and a book in which the

child can listen to the story and see the print and the pictures, all at the

same time. When the child comes to school, the teacher continues the

reading aloud but often, due to the number of students, there may be'lit¡e
instructional value simply because the print cannot be seen, shared and

discussed by all students" (Holdaway, 1979, p.64). To remedy this

difficulty, Holdaway suggests using shared readíng with books that are

large enough to be seen and language which is repetitive enough so that

children will be able to predict and participate, even on the first reading.

The task difficulty is controlled by the number and spacing of the
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repetitions, and by varying the degree of predictability in the language

structure.

Holdaway characterizes the shared book experience instructional

procedure as similar to the bedtime story situation and suggests there are

three phases of experience through whích a favorite book passes during

the procedure (Park, 1982). First the book is introduced for the purpose of

enjoyment. Questions may be posed that anticipate the meaning, explore

the vocabulary, and perhaps focus on some of the words in the text. The

second stage is to read the story again; this repetitíon is frequenily

demanded by the listener. The last phase of shared reading involves

providing for independent reading.

ln sum, a shared book experience provides opportunities in a
supported environment for children to:

1. Engage in literature that may have been beyond

their independent capabilities.

2. See appropriate literacy strategíes modeled by

teacher and peers.

3. Develop the sense of literacy conventions, that is capital

letters, punctuat¡on, word boundaries, sentence sense.

4. Develop a writing and reading vocabulary.

5. Develop a sense of story schema.

6. Learn about something through reading

7. Enjoy a story, certainly one of the life long goals of

readíng.
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Early

views of literacy development separated reading and wríting into opposing

processes. Reading was viewed as a receptive process while writing was

expressive. lnstruction in writing was delayed until children were able to

read. clay (1975) proposed that writing even precedes reading when

children are encouraged to participate in print-rich environments. Delores

Durkin (1966) suggested that, it was children's interest in writing that

helped them become readers. She observed the "ability to read seemed

almost like a by-product of [the] ability to print and spell,' (p. 137). Frank

Smith (1983) sensed that it was mainly through reading that writers initíally

learn all the writing techniques they know. He believed that "Children must

read like a writer, in order to learn how to write like a writer" (1ggg, p. s62).

current theory (Harste, woodward & Burke, 1gg4; shanahan, 1gg4; and

Tierney & Pearson, 1984) suggests that reading and writing are related

processes that emerge simultaneously.

Reading and writing are related processes closely linked to the

other language modes - listening and talking - and develop as students

experience language in its various expressions. Readers and writers

construct meaning based on their knowledge of the graphophonic,

semantic, and syntactic cueing systems as they interact with print.

Bromley (1989) states that literacy learning is enhanced by

combining instruction in reading and writing. Students benefít from this

reading/writing connection because: (a) reading and writing devefop

simultaneously; (b) readíng and writing reinforce each other; and (c)

through reading and writing, language is used for communication.

Students benefit when they are actively engaged in meaning construction
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with language that has a purpose and for which they receive tangible

feedback.

Effect of practice. When young children process favorite books it is

difficult to tell whether they are really reading or not. Holdaway (1979)

wonders if the reading of familiar text is really reading? He suggests that

memory's contribution to 'reading'the text varies and is dependent, in part,

on the frequency of repetitions, the recency of those repetitions, and the

relevancy of the material. Memorization of a book by young children

before they know how to read is a common occurrence among children

who are read to a great deal (Chomsky, 1976). Certainly as

parents/caregivers we can remember the evening when time was short

and we attempted to skip a page or two of the bedtime story, only to be told

'you missed the part about...'

Repetition of whole texts is nevertheless an important part of

classroom instruction. Research by Martinez & Roser (1985) indicates that

students' responses to literature change with repeated exposure to

literature. After rereading a story, students: (a) talked more about the story,

(b) changed the form (whether the talk was a question, a comment, or

answer), and (c) focused on dÍfferent aspects of the story, indicating greater

depth in their understanding. ln addition to enhancing understanding,

repeated reading of the same text increases students' familiarity with

printed words and enables them to become more fluent and confident oral

readers.
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Computers in School

Taylor (1980) suggests that ail educationat applications of

computers can be placed into one of three major classifications: tutor, tool,

or tutee. D.E. salomon (1988, cited in Bangert-Drowns 1993, p.70) notes

that tutorials have implicit or explicit educational purposes and provide

specific guidance and practice to help achieve those objectives. Tools,

enable students to acquire new skills through frequent practice and

internalization of the processes, or strategies exhibited or stimulated by the

tool.

Martha lrwin (1987) suggests that few of the current software

programs are congruent with the prevailing data about literacy acquisition.

Most software programs are based on a subskill theory rather than the

holistic and interactive theories suggested by today's research. Thus with

the availability of computers and their accompanying software, ít is
necessary to integrate computer technology with the instructional program

-- at appropriate times, in ways that are based upon sound educational

principles, and in ways that are meaningful to the students. computer

software programs can be sources of pleasure and information, tools for

communication, and means for mechanical and repetitive practice

activities. lnrín (1987) cautions that the computer will be isolated if it is

taught about rather than used as a tool, or if it is used to teach ideas about

language rather than as a means for children to use language.

The social contexts provided by computer use are as important as

those inherent in Big Books and Shared Reading experiences. Software
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programs that can be read from the screen help children to: (a) develop an

understanding of reading; (b) use technology; and (c) develop values.

with the help of an adult or knowledgeable peer, the child learns how to

manipulate the hardware and develop thought processes relevant to using

the software program. With frequent modeling and observation, the child

soon begins to internalize the operation of the computer and eventually

wants to be in control. As children work through the text part of the

program, they will require the same support as they require in working

through books (lrwin, 1987).

lrwin suggests that computers will not replace books or pictures.

She does indicate that "technology in the information age will create

demands for readers and writers who can select and use appropriate

materials and media for specific situations and purposes" (p. 4g) Teachers

are encouraged to make connections between print and technology in the

early years by choosing software programs containing meaningful texts

that can be used as authentic learning invitations. These connections must

occur in social contexts with teachers modeling and guiding computer uses

just as they would model and guide the uses of printed materials.

lrwin wrote her article, "connections: young children, reading,

writing and computers" to offer suggestions for incorporating computer

activities in the reading program and although her discussions appear

theoretically based, she provides no empirical data to support her

contentions.
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Recent Research

computer software programs. cD-Rom books are disprayed on the

computer screen and feature the actual text and illustrations of the original

hardcopy book. students may listen to the story read aloud by a variety of

voices, as well as enjoy a musical background and sound effects by

clicking on the loudspeaker icon. lndividual phrases can be highlighted to

coordinate with the pacing of the storyteller.

standish (1992) suggests that the use of this type of computer

technology should improve reading comprehension, although the results of

her study were inconclusive. She investigated the effects of using CD-Rom

books as a supplement to the regular basal reading program, using

second grade students as subjects. The Metropolitan Achievement Tests

were administered as pre- and posttests to measure performance in both

the control and treatment classrooms. The treatment time was four weeks.

During the treatment phase each student was exposed to the cD-

Rom program for at least 15 minutes, three days a week. The students,

working in pairs, maintained records of new words and their meanings,

and used the new words in original sentences to help reinforce the

vocabulary learned. Students were also required to write what they liked

best about the stories presented on the CD-Rom and to indicate their best-

liked character and their reasons for that choice. Students in the control

class díd not have access to this program.

standish expected that the study would show that the reading

achievement of the students ¡n the treatment class was significantly higher
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when compared to the achievement of the control group. Her findings did

not support thís expectation. A number of factors may contribute to

Standish's inconclusive findings: the limited time in which the study was

carried out, the use of a standardized test only to measure performance,

the workbook-like style of vocabulary activities, and the basal approach to

reading practiced in the classrooms. These factors all contribute to a

bottom'up approach to reading and thus do not emphasize the acquisition

of líteracy through the activation of all knowledge systems through the

provision of relevant and authentic activities. Students' anecdotal

comments, however, indicated a high level of interest as well as excitement

about reading when using the books on the CD-Rom.

As suggested in the foregoing literacy review, the literacy invitations

teachers extend to their students should enable them to participate in

functional and relevant activities based upon their sharing of a variety of

literature genres. ln the classrooms studied by standish (1gg2) a skills

model approach to reading instruction was used. The focus of instruction

was at the word level as suggested by the activities and the assessment

practices im plem ented.

Hypertext studies. A three year study conducted by Anderson-

lnman, Horney, chen, & Lewin (1994) using hypertext materials created

with the ElectroText Authoring system was aimed at assisting middle

school at-risk students in overcoming reading inadequacies. Although

there are other computer authoring systems available, the authors of this

study felt that their information was sufficiently generic to apply to all

hypertext materials.
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These materials resembre those used in the present research,

although the cD-Rom books are not as 'developed" in their

enhancements. ElectroTe.rf enhancements are of two types - those to

encourage: (a) text comprehension which include the provision of

definitions, fact questions, and graphic organizers and other types of

enhancements to encourage active reading skills, and (b) appreciation for

the author's craft. The latter includes thought questions and notetaking

options. Anderson-lnman et al (1994) call this form of hyperte)d "supported

text" or "enhanced text" (p. 280) which might point to a vygotskian

influence.

ln contrast, the cD-Rom books (Discus, Bravo, and Journeys) used

by the grade one students in this study contained a glossary, a note pad

(Bravo), a means to "click on' and be told unknown words and the names

of p¡ctures in the book.

Although there are differences in the ages of the subject, the

duration, and educational setting and contexts, the study conducted by

Anderson-lnman and her colleagues (1gg4) with middle years students

has relevance for this thesis. Students in both studies were observed to

check out the whole document prior to reading. ln the initial exposures to

the programs, the "say it" or "click on button" tended to be used frequently,

even when not needed. Anderson-lnman et al (1994), identified distinct

reading profiles: booklovers, studiers, and resource junkies' (p.2g4), who

were also present in this study.

Fíndings from the Anderson-lnman et al (1994) study suggest that

hypertext literacy is composed of at least three types of skills: traditional
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reading, computer, and hypertext reading. Thus in implementing such

programs in the classroom, there is need for clearly defined computer

literacy. Traditional reading skills must correspond with the difficulty level

of the text to be read. Students' computer skills must be such that they are

both comfortable using the hardware and cognizant of how to operate it. ln

using hypertext students require: (a) a knowledge of the structure of the

document - its genre, enhancements, and how to use them ; (b) a
willingness to engage in reading the text; (c) a sense of purpose in regard

to the use of the enhancements and the application of a multiphasic

approach to reading -- a deliberate intent to re-engage with the text.

The Anderson-lnman study concludes that the hypertext

environment is not for all students. Students do not automatically see

value in the enhancements that are provided to support the¡r

comprehension and story appreciation; especially if the enhancements are

not shown on the screen. As a result both instruction and practice

regarding the operation and application of enhancements are essential for

successful and maintained learning. The conclusion also underscores the

role of participating teachers who need to be cognizant of and

knowledgeable about the computer software they are implementing.

What the lnman-Anderson et al (1994) study does not discuss is the

extent to which students require preparation in order to learn effectively in

hypertext environments. Whether this is a concern for the present study

needs to be considered and evaluated based on the age of the subjects.

Another three year study,
(Blackstock, 1989) was designed to consider the various forms of change
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that occur when creating a computer-rich environment. A group of grade

one children, their teacher, and their uses of computers as they progressed

through three years of schooling were studied by five principal

investigators. The researchers used qualitative methods for data gathering

including analyses of field notes, interviews with the classroom teacher at

the beginning of the project and at the end of the school year, group

interviews with the students, videotaped interviews with individual children,

videotaped observatíons of the classroom and the computer center, and

computer printouts of the children's efforts. The researchers were active

participants in the classroom.

The findings of the Blackstock sludy suggested that:

1. The introduction of new technology can initiate changes in a

teacher curriculum and methods of inslruction which appear unrelated to

the computer.

2. New technology will be successfully implemented only when it is

viewed as a natural aspect of the on-going process of adapting the

curriculum to meet the needs of children.

3. Support from colleagues is essential especially during periods of

doubt and reflection.

4. Children learn with and about computers without a great deal of

direct instruction - "The "subculture of computers" develops through

conversing with older siblings; working on available computers in other

classrooms; eavesdropping; and being with peer experts.

The teacher in the three year Blackstock study was similar to the

teachers in the present study: she was a novice computer user, learned
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about the software programs a step ahead of her students, and was

disappointed by the lack of appropriate computer materials to integrate into

her programs. The teaching-learning relationship thus became more

collaborative - an exchange between "equals" - not having the same

knowledge, but each being contributors of different knowledge.

Blackstock noted that one of the audiences for the report was

teachers faced with the day-to-day task of using technology creatively and

productively as a natural aspect of their teaching. This investigator is

hoping to assist a similar audience.

Efficient reading skílls and technolog)L An earlier study by Reitsma

(1988) also has implications for the present study. Reitsma conducted a

sludy to determine which of three ways of practicing reading best facilitates

the development of efficient reading skills in beginners: guided reading,

readíng-while-listening, or independent reading with computer generated

speech feed-back available for students to use at will. First grade students

read fíve stories especially written for the study; in all groups except the

control, 20 target words were repeated in each text. subjects were

assessed for accuracy and speed on the 20 target words before and after

training. Both the guided reading condition, in which children had to read

on their own and had to correct all errors themselves with sustaining

feedback, and the speech-select condition, in which students practiced

independently but had immediate speech feedback from a touch pad, were

significantly more effective than the control and reading-while listening

conditions.
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Reitsma (1988) concludes that beginning readers need to be

engaged in independent efforts to read as much as possible in order to

make gains in reading. A computer-based speech-feedback system could

thus be a promisíng and useful tool in reading instruction.

Summary

The whole child is seen as an active learner in a community of

learners, where an adult or knowledgeable peer provides opportunities for

engagement in authentic and purposeful learning activities. Language

learning is seen as social and as such includes not only acquisition of

language, but also the transmission and modification of culture. The

teacher invites the learners to participate in literacy activities that are

purposeful and meaningful to the individual. Reading and writing are the

vehicles for learning, not the objects of learning.

lnteractive models of the reading process suggest that readers

construct meaning when they comprehend in much the same way writers

construct meaning when they compose. Meaning is not in the text to be

removed; but is constructed in the mind of the reader on the basis of

information secured from the reader, the text, and the reading context

(including other readers). We recognize children begin school with vast

information about reading and writing. Providing opportunities for shared

reading in supportive environments using Big Books encourages young

students to read and reread predictable books that may be beyond their

capabilities. The repeated read¡ng of the same text in turn increases the
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opportunity both to make meaninq and develop familiaritv with orinted

words, thereby enabling students to become more fluent and confident

readers.

Computers are present in classrooms and teachers are encouraged

and often mandated to use th¡s technology. As ln¡vin (19S7) and others

(Durell, 1991;Miller, 1989) suggest, few computer software programs are

congruent with current views on literacy acquisition. The interactive

computer software programs used in the present study are on-screen

versions of complete books, and enable students to be engaged in print-

rich environments. Although standish (1992) used these CD-Rom books

in her study, her findings were inconclusive and did not support her

expectations of reading achievement gains. lt is this author's contention

that the instructional emphasis in the Standish study which focused at the

word level contributed to the lack of student achievement. Reitsma (lggg)

showed that the computer is an efficient way to develop proficient reading

skills in beginning readers. The hypertext environment is not for afl

students (lnman-Anderson et al, 1994) and students need to be instructed

Ín its use and value.

The research confirms that the computer facilitates changes in

teachers and their curricular methods (Blackstock, l ggg) and is
successfully integrated when teachers: see its relevance in working with

children; and receive support and encouragement to effect change

(Blackstock, 1989; DeFord & Harste, 1982; Gage, 1gg4).

The present study is undertaken to provide an empirical and

theoretical basis for the implementation and integration of interactive
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computer software into the development of literacy acquisition in beginning

readers.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHOD and DESTGN

The design employed in this study is best characterized as one of

fourth generation research described by Guba and Lincoln (1ggg) which

rests on two basic elements: (a) Responsive evaluation which is a mode of

study that focuses on the claims, concerns and issues of the stakeholders

(stake, 1975), and (b) constructivist methodology which supports the

notion that experience is studied as a whole in the context of its natural

setting. This implies that the parameters and boundaries of the research

are determined through an interactive process of negotiation invoMng both

the stakeholders and the investigator.

Guba and Lincoln (1989) suggest that responsive evatuation has

four phases:

1- The initiation and organization of the evaruation.

2. The identification of the concerns, issues, and values of

the stakeholders.

3. The coilection of information that pertains to their

concerns, issues and values.

4. The reporting of the resurts and recommendations.

By definition, in evaluation research there is no design specified at

the onset of the study and as such the design changes as new insíghts and

issues emerge.
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Setting

The dual track (English -- French lmmersion) elementary school

where the study occurred is situated in a relatively recent housing

development in which there are both single and multi-family dwellings. On

the surface, the families seem to be able to cope with the economic

difficulties of the present day, but conversations with the school

administrator indicate that many families are indeed experiencing financial

hardships. The community represents families who are very proud, who

will not accept financial support. Thus families are tightly budgeted to

maintain their homes. The majority of families tend to be intact and the

school has a strong parent volunteer program suggesting that many moms

(and some dads) are at-home during the school day. The parents appear

to be interested in their children's schooling and actively support learning

at home. Home reading programs are popular and are carried out

successfully in many of the classrooms. Many students said that their

moms taught them to read or helped them at home by having them sound

out the difficult words.

The two grade one teachers had an interest in collaborating with the

investigator to monitor the effects of using the computer as a supplement to

theír daily reading program. The principal had welcomed the investigator

to take an active role in this collaboration. By the very nature of being

members of these particular classrooms, all of the students became part of

the study. The school and the investigator sent each parent a letter

informíng them of the project and requesting permission to allow their child

to become invotved. One family chose not to allow their child to be a part
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of the study. ln addition, six children in each classroom were selected for

closer monitoring. These students were selected because their teachers

felt they: (a) needed confidence building, that is they were not risk-takers,

(b) needed extra practice; and/or (c) needed to be chalfenged. The

parents of these students were personally contacted by the school to

obtain permission for particípation in the study.

The classrooms were composed of: a natural mÍx of abilities, one

ESL student, and several students receiving resource support. There were

no identified special needs sludents in either class. One class was French

lmmersion. ln this classroom the time allocated to English language arts

was seventy-five minutes daily. ln the English classroom, an integrated

curricular approach was ímplemented so that language arts instruction was

not defined by the clock.

The two classroom teachers involved in the study were willing to

take a risk and have an "unknown" enter their classrooms to observe, ask

questions, and facilitate change in their curricular methodology. They were

prepared to talk about their beliefs, reflect on their actions, and try to
incorporate new technology; while at the same time providíng appropriate

literacy activit¡es for their students. They displayed initiative and creativity

in altering their teachíng methods to enable the integration of computer

technology in their classrooms. one teacher developed her own 'Big

Book" when one was not available. The illustrated Big Book then became

an invitation for the children to write their own version of the original story.
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Data Collection

Data collected are best described

investigator observations, the collection

records, and interviews with teachers and

Data collections include:

as thick descriptions, based on

of writing samples and reading

students.

SOURCE OF DATA TYPE OF DATA PURPOSE

Classroom Observations Actual Lessons

Students using the
computer

-to describe reading programs
in each class-room

-to obta¡n verbatirn üanscripts
of teacher/student and
studenv student interactiors

-to obtain inf ormation
regarding the students,
computer literacy and under-
standing of and ability to use
various reading strategies

Products Writing samples

Running records and/or
vocabulary requests from
the computer

T.O.R. P.(DeFord, 1 979)

-to determine the students'
understarding of the te)ít

-to determ¡ne the presence of
conventional and non-
conventional spelling

-to provide an indication
regarding whether students
acquire a spelling sense from
repeated computer program
eposure to pr¡nted words

-to determine whether
repeated readings improved
the reading fluency of the
students

-to determine the theoretical
orientation of the teachers in
the study
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lnterviews with teachers -to maintaín frequent contact
with the stakeholders
-to analyze and evaluate the
data, and
-to update the concerns,
claims, and issues of all
involved

-to provide honest and sincse
reactions to the programs,
-to share their knowledge and
observations in written and
oralformat

with students

By repeated searches through the data the researcher wíll identify

emerging generalizations.

student data. The students had many opportunities to read the

stories on-screen and off-line. The investigator completed running records

- written records of oral reading - to evaluate targetted students' strategies,

reading fluency, and amount of requested support from the "click on,

feature of the computer. Readers who are able to monitor comprehension

and detect miscues are able to engage a variety of methods to improve

understanding.

As a way to improve comprehension and provide a reading - writing

link, Sally, the English language classroom teacher, invited her students to

retell the story of The Paper Bag Princess based on their hearing the story

and pictures. The use of the retelling stratgey is a valuable tool both to

assess and to instruct. The teacher is able to determine: (a) the student's

sense of story structure; (b) comprehension; (c) oral language complexity;

and (d) reproduction and production of text and stories. By considering the
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inventions and conventions in young students' written work we learn how

children develop as readers and writiers. Goodman (1ggg) affirms:

that readers and writers learn to control the complex
phonic relationships of an alphabetic language líke
English in the course of learning how to make sense
during reading and writing. That's the only way beginners
can learn phonics in any useful and productive way. And
not surprisingly, it's the same way they learn oral
language, which hearing children have already
accomplished long before they learn how to read and write
(p. 64.

Teacher data. lt is important for teachers to have an understanding

of what they believe about language and language learning. lnstruction is

theoretically based and teachers must know/understand how theír beliefs

affect what children believe about language and language learning

(DeFord & Harste, 1982). one of the tenets of this thesis is that the

teacher's views of literacy acquisition must be congruent with the approach

to literacy inherent in the computer software. Consequenily, there was a

need for the teachers' tacit knowledge of how children acquire literacy to

become explicit in order to determine whether the programs under study

were congruent with their tenets. Through discussion and reflection with

the investigator, the teachers were able to voice theír understandings.

Each teacher completed the DeFord (1979) Theoretical Orientation

of Reading Profile (TORP) which was designed to differentiate preservice

and inservice teachers according to their theoretical orientation to reading.

The TORP applies a Likert scale response system to 28 items reflecting

practices and beliefs about reading instruction which are categorized into

three clusters or orientations: Phonics (smaller than word emphasis), Skills
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(whole words with multiple skills for dealing with this unit), and whole

Language (larger than word segments).

The TORP has been useful in assessíng teacher beliefs about

reading (Miller, 1990; Pinnell et al, lgga); in determining teachers'

adherence to their theoretical model in their instruction of reading (Watson

et al, 198a); and confirmíng the influence of university instructors,

cooperating teachers and professional development on preservice and

inservice teachers (Bruínsma, 1985; Hurst, lggl; Roos et al, 1gg3; and

Strickland, 1990).

sally, a primary level teacher for the past twenty-five years, began

teaching reading using the basal and the teacher's guide. she was not

happy with this arrangement and wanted to change her teaching

approach. She attended inservices, began to read the literature on the

role of language in learning, and started to make changes in her

classroom. she recognizes that many students develop some reading

ability prior to attendíng school as a result of adults pointing things out and

making the child aware of environmental print. She feels that at school:

kids can learn in different ways- maybe not in different
ways- but they use different methods, different things to hetp
them, and that's why I try to use a variety of approaches with
kids so they have whatever will work for them and they witt be
able to pick up on in school, whether it be sight words, initial
ænsonants, whether it be the shape or words, the Btterns in
words, orally, thaf's why I begin with nursery rhymes --
auditorially they know it, they can say it, and then you can
pint out to them that what they hear and what they say and
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what they see in print -- the little marks -- and t/,rs ,s what you

say.

she scored 120 out a possible 140 on the ToRp. Many of her

responses fell in the Whole Language cluster although observations

suggest that she used a balanced approach in integrating skills ínstructíon

into pragmatic activities.

Linda scored 109 on the TORP, which places her at the borderlíne

between the Skills and whole Language clusters. This is an accurate

descriptor for this particular teacher. She noted that she had completed

the questionnaire with a focus on grade one. She added that:

Some of the æmments l've made if I were teaching at
a different grade level they might change somewhat - now t
still believe that students should be learning in a meaningÍut
way. I don-t believe in teaching phonics by themselves, I
don't believe in teaching sight words by themselves. t tike

them integrated but I do believe in having /essons - I don,t
believe that you just gø ahead by just presenting the chitdren
with reading and they are going to go ahead and do it .

Linda's class is French lmmersion, and as such has limited

instruction in English Language Arts. The teacher feels that she has "to öe

careful with my (her) time." This teacher has also taught for twenty years in

variety of areas, not always in French lmmersion. She is currently taking

courses towards a Post Baccalaureate Certificate in Education and serves

on the professional development committee for her school.
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These reflections became a stimulus for change in the teachers'

methodology. As one teacher commented "l am always questioning am t

doing the right thing? Ihrs äas made us think...take stock."

The principal's involvement was crucial to the development of this

project. She recognized that the teachers were ready to move foruard and

provided the necessary vehicles to support their development. Through a

contact with the University of Manitoba's Faculty of Education, she

welcomed the services of the investigator. Release tíme was provided that

enabled the teachers to meet with each other and the researcher. The

principal provided professional development opportunities for the teachers

by facilitating their attendance at conferences, providing appropriate

professional articles, and giving them opportunities to share their

experiences with other teachers at a Divisional team meeting. Since the

administrator was ínterested in and knowledgeable not only about the

technology but also the literacy acquisition of young learners, she was able

to develop a milieu that supported professional growth.

Materials

CD-Rom books, such as the ones used in this study, enable

students to read at an individual pace, identify unknown words, identify

names of pictures in the book, and hear the text read orally. As the CD-

Rom books are read aloud, proper oral techniques are modeled (the books

developed by Bilf Martin and John Archambault exhibit a story teller quality

and are rap-like in presentation); phrases can be highlighted, improving

the students' eye-on-print behavior. when the students read silently,

individual words may be selected, via the mouse, to be read orally and
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definitions or explanations of the meanings may be given. pictures may be

selected and the accompanying text will be shown afong with a

pronunciation and definition. A list of the selected words can be compiled

on a print-out.

The interactive computer books used in this study, provide students

with a new reading dimension. The original book is displayed on the

computer screen as the actual pages that appear in the published version

of the book, but with the text and illustrations enhanced by music, voice

intonations and sound effects. The teacher is able to customize the

presentation by: (a) varying the delays between phrases; (b) instituting

slower reading rates; (c) altering the print s{yle and size of type; and (d)

deleting the sound. By clicking on a particular word or picture, the students

obtain the pronunciation of a word and an explanation of its meaning.

These programs put the reader in control of the situation and encourage

independent readíng. ln this sense, readers are able to operate in their

zone of proximal development as the computer provides support for the

readers and enables them not only to engage in a successful reading

experience but also to develop confidence.

There were three separate cD-Rom programs available in the

school. The Discis Books are developed by Discis Knowledge Research

lnc, a company founded in 1988 by canadians, John and David Lowry.

Working with Apple Canada lnc. and a team of 15 professionals including

designers, music and sound experts, and speech and language

specialists, the first Discis book was completed using a chapter of rom

Sawyer. Currently there are twenty-three titles available ranging from early
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learning to science and nature topics. Discis also provides the Ginn

Publishing Company's Journeys: Emergent Level one and Level Two in

cD-Rom format. This is a collection of short stories, poems, and songs

especially suited for young readers. The thírd interactive program

available was Bravo published by the computer curriculum corporation.

critical reviews of these cD Rom computer programs (Martin, 1gg2;

Perry & Perry, 1992; Techtrends. 1gg0) suggest that these talking books

can provide rich reading experiences for young children by encouraging

reading and improving understanding. The cD-Rom is able to bring

stories alive with professional voice, in-context explanations, and object

identification. Their biggest strength is the interactive nature of the

disklbooks. students can see and hear the words numerous times. The

voices and both the graphics and colour are excellent and stimulating.

Each page appears on the screen as it does in the original hard copy. The

stories have not been adapted or watered down.

The hardware and software used in the study. Each classroom had

a Macintosh LC520 computer equipped with a cD-Rom that was a part of

the school's network. ln addition, each class also had a stand alone

Macintosh, in one case with a printer. The Discis materials include a

teacher's guide, the disk, and an índÍvidual hardcopy of the story. The cost

is approximately $50.00 for each of the CD-Rom computer programs

regardless of the publísher.
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Challenoes

Due to the nature of a constructivist paradigm there are "challenges"

to be considered when conducting such a study. These may be:

1. lntense relationships develop when working in close contact with

others, which may lead to misunderstandings, an attempt to control, and

the development of a sense of territory.

2. lt becomes difficult to maintain privacy and or confidentiality. lt

must be clear that all stakeholders have the right to correct erroneous

information or remove direct quotations from data.

3. There is a need for open negotiations. Evaluators must be aware

of their own motives and should spend time each day examining and

reflecting on the interactions to determine if they have been straighffonrrard

and honest with the stakeholders.

4. The final report presented as a case study must meet the needs

of the various audiences and include all necessary and relevant data.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to describe and analyze the literacy

invitations in two, grade one classrooms. The main focus of the

investigation was to observe the integration of interactive computer

software programs into literacy instruction. The following questions, which

emerged through the interactive process of negotiation between the

stakeholders and the investigator, provided the framework for the research

and are responded to in chronological order.

1. How was the CD-Rom computer software integrated to

meet the curricular requirements of the class?

2. Were sound pedagogical methods being used in

integrating these programs?

3. Did these programs reflect the literacy philosophy of the

teachers?

4. Did interactive software computer programs enhance the

reading proficiency of students?

5. Was writing performance ultimately enhanced by using the

interactive software? and

6. ln what ways did the introduction of interactive computer

software do more than pique the interest of the students?
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1. How was the CD-Rom comouter software integrated to

meet the curricular requirements of the class?

This question was posed to demonstrate the method of integration to

enable practitioners in the field to use the computer in their own lessons.

As suggested in the literature review, it is important that the computer be a

part of the acquisition of literacy and not an "add on". ln this way the

computer is seen as a tool, another avenue, in conjunction with sound

pedagogical practices, for developing literacy in all students.

Certainly if teachers are able to successfully integrate interactive

computer software into their programs, they will need to have both more

software and hardware. Thus it is hoped that the present data on

integration will enable the school to obtain further funding to obtain these

resources.

The investigator obtaíned these data from observatíons in the

classrooms, interactions and interactions and discussions with the

teachers in which ideas and methods were discussed. The invesligator

contributed to these discussions based on her own teaching and computer

experiences as well as the ideas presented in the research literature that

she was reading. Since the investigator had started meeting with the

teachers in September, the comfort level of the participants was high and a

sound relationship based on trust and common concern had developed.

Each teacher integrated the talking books in different ways, but ways

that were comfortable and appropriate to their teaching styles, their
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students, and their situation. Before the integration took place, there was

much time spent with each teacher talkíng about their concerns and hopes.

Early Attempts at lntegration

lnitial contact was made with the teachers in September at which

time neither teacher was using the computer in her instruction. Sally, one

of the teachers, indicated that she was concerned about how to use a

computer to have her children write, to provide help, and not merely give

the students busy work. This theme of organization was prevalent in many

of sally's comments, especially considering her students' lack of

independence. ln addition, Sally was aware of the difficulties her students

would experience using the keyboard -- many of them did not know the

letter names, and locating the letters was very time consuming. For a

while, Sally invited a mom to come in and assist children in the use of a

keyboarding program.

By mid-October, Sally was preparing a letter with a group of

students instead of her morning message. ln this activity five students

would join the teacher at the computer and talk about what was to happen

or had happened in their class. The students generated the ideas and the

teacher used the opportunity to increase print awareness through the use

of her think-alouds. ln this case the teacher did the keyboarding. After the

letter had been printed these five children would read it to their groups.

Soon all students could read the newsletter and they took it home to be

shared with their families. Although the teacher controlled this activity, it

was a breakthrough in that she was attempting to use the computer as a

tool in her classroom and to support an authentic act¡vity.
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Linda, the other first grade teacher, hoped to beat the keyboarding

dilemma by placing a string down the centre of the keyboard to divide left

hand and right hand letters. The students keyboarded previously

composed writing. Linda would edit the composition with índividuals; her

goal being to have students compose directly on the computer. This class

did not have a free standing printer and this proved to be a problem as

students would have to go to the library to fetch their printed work from the

network printer. Soon Linda's class became involved in writing riddles and

sharing them with their classmates. This was an opportune time for the

students to work directly on the computer and by the third week in

November all students had composed a riddle direcily on the computer.

Developing Computer Literacy

By November students in both classes were becoming more familiar

with the computer and the keyboard: they knew to press the space bar after

each word (spaces were not always evident in handwritten material), how

to obtain capitals, and some could discern the difference between the

capital I and L when composing in lower case letters. We were noting that

several children who were experiencing motor difficulties in printing, both

preferred and were more successful at using the computer. As Richard, a

student, remarked, 'Tt's easler."

ln January, the teachers had become interested in using the

interactive computer software with their students. They were more

comfortable with the computer and felt successful in using it as a writing

tool. They seemed to have overcome their problems regarding

organizational dilemmas and were now prepared to embark on a new
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journey. They had a chance to peruse the available interactive CD-Rom

materials and consider which materials would be appropriate for their

upcoming themes.

Support

It is imperative that the teacher become familiar with the software

and understand the basic procedures of running the program. Prior to the

onset of the study, the two teachers and the investigator received training

in the programs from the library technician. Continued technical support

was available from the librarian and library technician as required. Their

assistance was important to the running of the programs. Technology and

humans, being what they are, do not always cooperate and when a

teacher has twenty plus students to attend to, a malfunctioning computer

program is unwelcome. lt is important for the successful use of technology

to have technical support readily available.

lnitiating the Integration

Sally's class began with The Paper Bag Princess (Munsch 1gB0).

This book was chosen because the class theme was dinosaurs and while it

was 'far-fetched", Sally thought that dinosaurs and dragons, as it were,

were similar. The fact that there was no big book available was a problem

but not one that was unsurmountable, as she constructed her own

wordless big book version.

The first lesson began with the students assembled on the carpeted

area of the classroom. She showed the front cover of the book and the

students made predictions about what the book was about. The writing of
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the questions became mini-lessons on print conventions and spelling. The

children's questions were open-ended and were referred to for

confirmation/negation during the reading. Following the reading, the

teacher and her students answered the questions together. The teacher

printed the answers under the question.

The students in this class were aware of the begining, middle and

ending of a story, in addition to such story elements as character setting,

problem and solution. Using this vocabulary there was a brief discussion

of these terms as they pertained to The Paper Bag Princess.

A discussion of the story elements continued the next day. As the

teacher reread the story, the children indicated where the information

belonged on chart paper displaying beginning, middle and ending.

The following day, as the teacher reread the story, the students

offered words from the story that were interesting to them. These "powerful

words" (a classroom term) were listed on a paper bag to be used by the

students as a resource, to check out any troublesome words or to spell

conventionally when they wrote. As the words were being listed, the

teacher drew attention to root words, endings, soft consonants, and silent

letters. ln some instances, the children pointed out some of these elements

on their own. sally shared that on the third reading of the list, many

students could say the words without support and "used word attack

sfrafegies with those words that were troublesome".
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The next lesson began with the teacher and students reviewing their

story map constructed the previous lesson. sally extended the next

invitation:

we have all these rdeas in our mind and we have read the

story, so now we're going to take our Big Book and on the

f ront it says Author Robert Munsch; it also says refo td by

Grade One, [Something] School, February 1gg4 and thaf's

because you are going to be retelling the story.

After a quick summary of the story, the students began with the first

illuslration drawn and coloured by the teacher. Using the picture clues and

their prior knowledge about the actual story, the students worked through

the retelling. At the end of this, the teacher suggested the students meet

with a buddy, create a story in their own words that corresponded with their

illustration, and then share it with one of the adults in the room. After five

minutes, Sally directed her students to write a rough copy of their retelling

cautioning them to use their powerful words, ndoozer" (function) words and

other words that they knew and to make sure there were spaces between

the words.

once the rough drafts (Appendix A) were completed, the students

met with their teacher and matched their writing to the page in the Big

Book. The piece was shared and the other students were encouraged to

give suggestions that would improve the writing. The changes rested with

the author, unless ít was crucial to the story. The rough copies were edíted

with the teacher, who because of time limitations and planning conflicts,

keyboarded the retellings. The orginal plan had been to have grade five
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"computer buddies" work with the students. Once the material was printed,

the pages were handed out randomly to the groups (no one got their own

copy) and then read aloud to enable the group to sequence them with the

pages from the Big Book.

The children all had a copy of the retelling which was contained in a

booklet in the shape of the princess, made out of a paper bag. The

completed paper bag princess books were read to a grade 2and grade 3

classroom and then the completed projects were displayed on the bulletin

board. The students had another copy of the retelling that they placed in

their binder which enabled them to read their story at any time. Once the

retelling was finished, comparable readers began to read The paoer Bag

Princess on-line. ln the first reading, the phrases were highlighted and

read by the storyteller. The hard copy of the book was also available in the

classroom and the students read it to each other, themselves and to parent

volunteers. Two weeks after the start of the study, Sally reported that the

parent volunteers related that most of the children "were reading it very

comfortably". Students were encouraged to take the book home to share

with their family.

Sally said that the vocabulary was quite difficult in this book but felt

her students would be able to read it or at least be able to paraphrase it by

the end of the novel study -- and she was right!

Another lnvitation

Thomas' Snowsuit, another book by Robert Munsch (19gS), was

chosen because it was part of the Munsch series, hard copies were
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available, and it befitted the weather. This story was presented in a more

casual manner than the Paper Bag Princess had been. The followíng

describes another example of how to use the computer material.

When Sally showed the book, many students recognized it from the

previous year and were able to summarize the story. Sally read the story

and shared the illustrations with the class. They were interested in the

story and quickly took the part of Thomas and emphatically read his

''NNNNNNNO!''

The students were working through the novel study portion of Sally's

Language Arts program and rhomas' snowsuit wourd become another

title to choose. The book could be read both on-screen and off-line. The

children were excited about reading the book on the computer. As well as

reading the book on screen, the students could read to parent volunteers,

participate in the various activites planned by the teacher, and take the

book home to share with their families.

Not all procedures or methods of implementation are appropriate for

all teachers or all students. A teacher must be agreeable with the

strategies, and instructional procedures must meet that comfort zone. And

so, the two teachers in the study approached the methods of integration in

manners that reflected their individuality.

lntegration Reflects Different Theoretical Orientations

Linda's theme, fables, was introduced by her prereading lesson of A

Beautíful Feast for a Bio King cat (Martin, lggg). she initiated a

discussion of familiar cat stories with her students. The discussion centred
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on the events of these stories and the characters in them. Once the

background information had been activated the teacher began to read the

story aloud. Quickly the class picked up the rhythm and rhyme of the

writing and began to chime in with appropriate vocabulary. Linda read the

first twelve pages, stopping at a fitting time, and then asking her students to

return to their tables and write what they thought would happen next in the

story.

Once the students had submitted their written predictions (Appendix

B), they were able to read the completion of the story on-screen with a

partner who was a comparable reader. over the next few days, the

students shared their written predictions, noting the similarities and

differences between their stories and the origínal, and listened to their

teacher reread the story. By this time many of the students were able to

read the book independently and share it with each other during free

reading time. Linda invited her chidren to write the next episode of the

story. Upon reading the next episodes, Linda realized that this story did

not have a clear lesson, that 'Tf isn't like a true fable". one group of

students performed a skit to portray the next episode and in the skit the

mouse apologized to the cat, but the cat was not sure whether he would

accept the apology. As she contínued, "lt makes sense, if you hurt

someone you're not going to go ahead and be their friend." ln addition to

skits and individual stories, the teacher provided an opportunity for those

students who were having difficulties finishing their next episode to jo¡n a

group, which she headed, and complete a group writing with her.
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The students shared their writings and discussed the purpose of the

exchange. Their ideas suggested the need for: (a) clarification and

expansion of ideas, (b) the receipt of new ideas from others, and (c)

spelling assistance.

ln order to clarify the idea of fables, Linda read other familiar fables

to her class. The Lion and the Mouse was known to the students and they

were able to identify the lesson.

Prior to readíng the Fox and the Crow, the class brainstormed for

ways to describe these animals. After reading, connectíons were made

between the characteristics and the events. Linda reflected that once

these connectons had been made, 'The /esso n (of the fabte) became easier

to unders?and."

The exposure to the fables set the stage for the next "talking book'to

be read in the classroom, that being Rooster Tells a Tale. The students

were asked to name known farm animals. Linda asked them to choose

animals that could be in a story and to think of how to describe them. she

read the original story to them, then they composed a retellíng using theír

known farm animals. The students reread and edited the¡r group retelling.

The editing process indicated the sophistication of the students. As the

decision was to be made about the title, Donald reminded his peers that

"it's againsf the law to call it your own", thus the tíile became Rooster Telfs

a Tale - Retold. The question of the crow's gender was raised, and Eric

noted that the crow's a oshen because ',boys don,t sing much - onty girt

birds slng so much". Students read the fable both on screen and in the
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hard copy version. Other students went on to find other fables, some in on-

screen versions and others off-line.

Limitations

It is important to realize that technology exists in the real world of

school - there will be down times, network and program difficulties, and

other glitches that surface when you leasl expect or need them. Sally feels

that technological difficulties "would be the thing that finishes it for a lot of

teachers". She recognizes that she was fortunate to have technical

support. Other difficulties recognized have been: (a) the lack of student

keyboarding facility, not a concern for the talking books, but a major

problem when young children are invited to write on the computer; (b) the

absence of appropriate thematic materials; and (c) the lack of available

hardware, especially if children are to compose on the computer.

Summary

The two teachers approached the integration of the interactive CD-

Rom interactive software in practices that reflected their individual

theoretical orientations and the needs of their students.

To move out of the realm of the known and to work with new

technology the teachers needed not only technical support when systems

went down but the support and encouragement of the administrator who

was interested in and knowledgeable not only about the technology but

also the literacy acguisition of young learners. The teachers used a variety

of approaches to integrate the talking books into their literacy invitations.

Prereading activities included making predictions, shared reading, and/or
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a writing activity. Students were able to read the text on-screen and in the

hard copy. Opportunities were provided that enabled students to read to a

peer, a younger student, to an adult in the classroom, to the family member,

or to oneself. Post reading activities included retellings, developing the

next episode, and using the text as a model for new writing, presenting a

skit or a puppet show. All students, regardless of reading ability,

participated in all aspects of the reading process and were contributing

members of their learning community.

2. Were sound pedagogical methods being used in

inteorating these programs?

The intent of this question was to determine whether the acts of

integration were based on sound pedagogical theory. lt is important that

teachers base their instruction on sound language theory. lt becomes

essential that parents and other stakeholders view the computer as a

valuable and effective tool that can be engaged to support literacy

acquisition. Thus not only the acquisition but the programs must be seen

by all as pedagogically valid.

Through the analysis of investigator observations, interviews with

teachers and their students, descriptions of methods and instructional

plans, and analysis of the obtained data, appropriate educational

strategies for developing literacy in all students were determined.

Readino lnstruction

Teachers approach reading instruction with a general framework in

mind. This provides the structure on which instructional activities occur.
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various instructional frameworks have been suggested (Betts, I g46;

cooper, 1986; Herber, 1978; and stauffer, 1g6g). Although these formats

differ somewhat, they are similar in that they focus on reading lessons that

are presented in three parts: pre, during, and post-reading activities. The

work of Ruddell and Unrau (1994) provides a theoretical basis for these

formats. The Ruddell and unrau moder (1994) was based on the

sociocultural interactions that happen during instruction. The key elements

are the reader, the text, and the teacher. "As the reading process oæurs

these three compnenfs are in a state of dynamic change and interchange

as meaning negot¡ation and meaning ænstruction take place" (p. ggs).

Prereading activities. At the prereading stage, readers try to make

sense of their reading based on the information available to them and their

past experiences with the topic and texts. To activate prior knowledge and

encourage motivation, a prediction strategy is often used. one teacher,

Sally, showed the students the front cover of the book and asked them to

predíct what they thought would happen in the story. Linda, the second

teacher, invited her students to recall stories that had the same characters

as the ones in the new story.

Another function of the prereading discussion is to establish a

purpose to guide meaning construction that develops a higher interest in

the reading comprehension process. Sally initiated her first lesson by

indicating the purpose of her lesson, "we are going to predict and ask

guesfions about this story". Further in the lesson, the students wanted to

find out about the author, Robert Munsch, and therefore established an

authentic purpose for writing to him.
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Linda requested that her students "tellwhat might happn next, after

she paused at a strategic point in the story. She continued:

After you've done that, then you will be abte to tisten to the
story on the computer to see how right you were or how
wrong yorJ were, so go ahead and write your own prdiction
and tell me what you think will happen next.

ln her own way, each teacher both activated their students' prior

knowledge and provided a purpose for the reading of the stories.

During reading activities. During the reading portion of the lesson,

the central point was the actual reading and becoming familiar with the

piece of literature. Some students required more support than others, and

thus the scaffolding feature of the interactive software programs enabled

less able readers to successfully complete the books and understand the

events that took place. There is a danger of using the "click-on'technology

exclusively, as evidence by Danny, but during reading is an opportunity for

teachers to instruct and to discuss various strategies that the children could

be using to decode and to confirm comprehension. Huddell and unrau

(1994) suggest that íf comprehension is to occur, it is essential that

students use metacognitive strategies that support monitoring, rereading

and comprehending. Strategies such as implicit and explicit modeling are

appropriate.

when sally read the Paper Bag princess to her students, they

readily responded to confirmations of their predictions. After hearing that

the Paper Bag Princess arrÍved at a cave with a large door, one student

exclaimed "l was right!"
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Post read-inq-aeliv,i,tres. On the basis of the illustrations and listenino

to the story, the students in this classroom were able to retell the story of

the Paoer Bag Princes$ which they did oraily and then in writing. Their

comprehension of the story was intact and was developed through the

variety of interactions that they had with the story.

The teachers' oral reading and the explicit modeling of expressive

oral reading provided by the CD-Rom storyteller helped demonstrate fluent

reading. The students'oral readings reflected this meaning-making. Sally

noted to her students that "Your eyes were seeing that question mark and

your voices made it sound like a question."

Reading activities on-screen enabled students to request unknown

words, listen to rereadings and reread on their own as many times as they

felt necessary without reactions from others.

Artifacts

Once students had read a piece of literature they were encouraged

to use what they have learned in various ways. Students responded using

various sign systems (Harste, 1994) portraying their specific strengths and

interests.

Not all the students in Línda's class chose writing as the media to

express their next episode of A Beautiful Feast for a Bio King Cat, sharon,

a high functioning student, and Anita, a student encountering difficulties,

teamed to perform a play for their classmates. The play's dialogue was

based on Sharon's written script. Although most of the post-writing

activities were completed at the students' desks, both teachers did try to
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have students compose their writing on the computer. This proved to be

difficult due to the limited number of computers in the classrooms and the

time required to keyboard the writing.

Both teachers recognized that students learn from each other and

provided cooperative learning opportunities for their students. Students

worked in pairs reading on-screen and in small groups to develop stories

and other demonstrations of their understandings. Linda remarked that

after reading the story on-screen, two students discussed the story and

were able to fill in missing gaps in their comprehension of the text.

ln both classes, students developed an understanding of story

schema. one follow-up activity was to develop a map of the story that

included the characters, setting, problem and solution. such an activity

enabled the students to retell the story and thus consolidate meaning.

Summarv

The teachers in the study demonstrated sound instructional

techniques in presenting the computer software programs. The introduction

set a purpose for reading and established or activated prior knowledge.

The actual reading and the response to the reading enabled the students

to develop an understanding of the story. Students were encouraged to

use various reading strategies and sign systems to convey their knowledge

about the story that became a focus for writing experíences.
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3. Did these programs reflect the literacy philosophy of the

teachers?

The intent of this question was to determine the congruency

between the teachers' views on literacy acquisition with the use of the

interactive computer software programs. By focusing on this question, the

teachers were able to articulate their philosophy regarding emergent

literacy and thus make their tacit knowledge explicit. The broad aim of the

question which required the teachers to consider the reading and writing

invitations they made to their students was to encourage practioners to

become discerning software consumers and to reflect upon the

compatibility between their beliefs and those underlying the use of the

computer software program in regard to their expectations of students.

The data collected and analyzed to answer this question were

obtained by: (a) administering the Theoretical Orientation of Readino

Profile TORP (DeFord, 1979) to each teacher, (b) observing teacher

practices in the classrooms, (c) interviewing the teachers together and

individually, and (d) facilitating both reflection and the articulation of

instructional beliefs and practices during the interview process. One

teacher maintained a journal in which she shared her thoughts and

observations during the majority of the research project.

The Theoretical Orientation of Readíng Profile (TORP) (DeFord,

1979) classifies teachers into three clusters or orientations to reflect their

beliefs about the reading process and reading instruction. The three

clusters, as described in Chapter 3, are the need to focus instruction on: (a)

Phonics (smaller than word emphasis), (b) Skills (whole words with
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multiple skills for dealing with this unit), and (c) whole Language (larger

than word segments). The TORP was administered to each teacher to

obtain a comprehensive view of their theoretical orientations.

Linda. Linda scored 109 out of a possible 140 on the ToRp. which

places her at the borderline between the Skills and whole Language

cluster As previously noted, she completed the questionnaire with a focus

on grade one.

Some of the comments l've made if I was teaching at a
different grade level they might change somewhat - now I still
believe that students should be learning in a meaninglulway.
I don't believe in teaching phonics by themselves, I don't
believe ín teaching sight words by themselves. I líke them
integrated but I do believe in having /essons -- I don't believe
that you iust go ahead by just presenting the children with
reading and they are going to go ahead and do it.

Reading strategies. Linda teaches phonics through her morning

message. As Morrow (1993) relates, this is an important opportunitiy for

prímary teachers to model print, to develop various concepts of print, and to

emphasize specific words, letters, and phonic generalizations. At this time,

Linda teaches reading strategies -- "Looking at the initial letters, skip the

word and let's go on and read, What do you think they're trying to tell you,

Can you figure out from the meanings.' When we discussed the transcrípts

of students' reading, it was noted that when asked "what do you do when

you have trouble reading?" many students responded "sound it out."

Linda indicated that it would be necessary to reinforce some of the other

strategies and "that's one thing we're doing in the morning rnessage -- we
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very seldom sound them out -- I say to think of tittte words, do you hear that

word in it?"

Linda was concerned that the parents of her students were

encouraging the "sound out" strategy. She sends a newsletter home each

month, and suggested in her January newsletter that sounding out should

be left to the last. Her message must be coming through, for when I

ínterviewed some of her students in March, Jerry emphatically responded

the 'Tas thing was sond it out" fast thing was sound it out].

Linda believes that children learn to read through repetition of

material presented in a meaningful way. At the beginning of Grade 1 she

continues:

They will memarize the book and that's fine and then t start
asking them to pint to the words so when they,ve got the
book memorized then we can go ahead and see what the
word was.

She senses that the parents of her students do not understand that

memorizing is a first step in learning how to read and they expect their

student to be able to read every word. She speaks of parents who want

her to assign harder books because the child knows all the words in the

books. She telephones the parents to explain and says 'you can tett that

they [the parents] are not happy and they're thinking what are you teaching

my child to read when you do that".

Linda understands the significance of making the reading/writing

connection. Following her reading of the first part of A Beautiful Feast for a

Big King cat she invited the children to telf what m¡ght happen next ,to
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write your own pred¡ction." The students went right to their tables and

began to write. The atmosphere in the room was quiet, everyone was busy

and directed. (See Appendix B for a copy of the students'predictions.) As

the adults in the classroom mingled, they stopped to listen to the stories,

encouraged children to use invented spellings, and to use the vast amount

of print available in the room.

Linda recognizes the importance of children sharing their ideas and

talking as a rehearsal prior to writing. one morning, an invitation was

extended to the students to write the next episode of the story (Appendix

C). First the class met on the carpet and shared their new accounts of the

story. When they felt comfortable, went to their tables to record their

thoughts on paper.

At another time, the students constructed finger puppets to retell the

story. Working in groups, the students described other animals not in the

story The Fox and the Crow, and decided what the anímals would say. The

students then wrote their retellings of the story.

Linda found that the transfer of vocabulary to writing was greater

than she had noted in previous years and she indicated that she did not

always do follow-up writing of the stories read. After observing her

students writing she felt that this type of activity "enuld be something that t

have to ænsider.'

Línda decided that next year she will use these interactive computer

programs earlier. She feels that by the time the students have seen the Big

Book and had opportunities to read the story on screen and off-line, the
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students will be familiar with many of the words. She suggests that she will

probably use different tactics for different types of students, but does predict

that by using the program at the beginning of the year "top kids" would

really take off and the weaker ones, by repeating the stories, "could feel

they æuld learn a fuok they can feel good about it".

sally. sally, the other teacher in our study, scored 120 out a
possible 140 on the TORP. Many of her responses fell in the whole

Language cluster although observatíons suggested that she used a

balanced approach in integrating skills instruction into pragmatic activities.

Kds can learn ín different ways -- well, maybe not in different
ways -- but they use different methods, different things to help
them, and that's why I try to use a variety of approaches with
krds so they have whatever willwork for them and they witt be
able to pick up on in school, whether it be sight words, ínitial
ænsonants, whether it be the shape or words, the patterns in
words, orally, fhaf's why I begin with nursery rhymes __

auditorially they know it, they can say it, and then you can
pint out to them that what they hear and what they say and
what they see in print -- the litfle marks -- and this was what
you say.

Sally believes that children learn from each other and points out to

her students "fåaf l'm not the only teacher in the room." Her classroom was

set up with large tables and it appeared that there were no assigned

spaces, but rather seating (and help) occurred randomly. sally and the

Grade Five teacher had established a "computer buddy', system in which

the grade 5's worked one-to-one with a younger student helping them to

prínt stories on the computer.
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The school division's primary teachers have developed a testing

program based on reading passages from graded books, and Sally has

put this on the computer which enables her to keep a record of students'

work that she can share with parents. She wants to know if her students

understand the story structure, some sight words, word attack skills, and

what strategies are used -- picture clues, context, phonics.

Her classroom was full -- there was a couch, several tables, a large

trunk, a storage chest that was once a dresser, tables, pillows, chart stands,

and books displays. There were many models of print throughout the room

- some published, others student and teacher produced. Sally thinks that it

is important to have the love seat " 'cause there are those that gravitate to

those areas and then there's the pillows and throw rugs that can go

everywhere e/se in the room -- I think those nooks and crannies are

important...". The physical layout of the room invites many students to

snuggle up and read.

Sally uses reading as a basis for many learning opportunites ín her

classroom. The first day I attended the class the students were in the music

room combining the actual words of The Woodcutte/s MÍttens with musical

instruments. Following a performance for their parents, the teacher related

to me that several parents were disappointed that the students had not

memorized their parts. Sally explained to these parents that the purpose of

the experience was to encourage and provide a variety of opportuníties for

reading.

Sally's students had a variety of views on how she facilitated the

development of reading abilities. warren, one of the students, saw that his
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teacher made the students read "lots of books" others suggested "reading

sfories", "take books home to read to our moms and dads - like practicing',

"she pornfs to some words and says read it so that helps us fo learn to read

them." Terry suggested that 'Frrst teacher taught us the doozer words" [the

high frequency functional wordsl; while delightful Danny replied "Mrs.

smith [the classroom teacher]? Sñe doesn't help kids learn how to read!"

Despite Danny's allegations, Mrs smith believes that children come to

learn:

ln spite of us -- I think they really do -- through modelling,

through patterns and watching you, seeing what you do with
words. I don't think they learn to read in one way but there are
many ways they æn use. I don't even know if they are aware
of using them.

Environmental print plays a large part ín literacy acquisition. Sally

senses that "fhe kids are reading whole things before they æme to school,

lusf signs and various print in the worlü.

Although the classroom environments were different, the two

teachers were similar in that they understood the need for children to learn

in a print-rich environment based on meaningful text. yes, phonetic

analysis was taught, but not in isolation, and students were encouraged to

use a variety of decoding strategies to unlock unknown words. The

meaning of the text and the child's own experiences were used to foster

understanding.
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4. Did interactive software computer programs enhance the

reading proficiency of the students?

This question was asked to investigate the effectiveness of

adding CD-Rom computer software to early reading instructional programs.

current literacy theory (Altwerger et al, 1gB7; Edelsky & smith, 1gg4;

Goodman,1982, 1989; and Smith, 1973) suggests that print should be

presented in interesting and relevant contexts in which children are able to

apply their prior knowledge of topic, knowledge of story schema, and

knowledge of word cueing systems, to both facilitate reading and obtain

meaning. The question was whether these'talking books", which present

interesting and relevant print, enhanced the reading performance of these

early learners?

The present data were obtained

running records and writing samples,

interviews with students and staff.

Students'View of the Reading Process

through analysis of students'

classroom observations, and

Grade One students indicated that practice was fundamental to

becoming a good reader. one student went so far as to suggest that the

practice needed to be "constant". Brían, perhaps unknowingly, but

reflecting the perceived thrust in many classrooms, noted "that you need to

know the words". Following this vein, Donald cautioned "that you don,t

give up on words". Jennifer, in an holistic fashion, advised reading a

"simpol book frst" [simple book first].
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Correlated with their views of good readers are the strategies these

students said they employed when experiencing decoding difficulties.

"Make a gtuess" was suggested by two of the thirty-five surveyed students,

while four thought it best to ask someone to pronounce the word for them.

Twelve students proposed looking into the word for parts known, while

fourteen indicated skippíng the word and perhaps going back to figure out

what would make sense. Looking at the pictures was offered by eight

students, and seventeen suggested sounding out the word, but Jerry

echoing one of his teachers, wrote that the "las thing was sond it out" fiast

thing was sound it outl.

lnstructional Sequence and Student Performance

The method of introducing The Paper Bag Princess, in sally's class

was similar to the organization of lessons using conventional literature

(hard copy). Following pre-reading activities to establish purpose and

make predictions, the teacher read the original book to the students. The

post-reading activities comprised of confirming and/or negating the

predictions, as well as a discussion of the story elements.

The students read the stories on-screen and off-line. They read to

parent volunteers, their teachers, parents, peers, younger and older

students, to themselves, and to the investigator. Their writings were in

response to their readings -- they wrote predictions regarding what they

thought the next episode of the story would be; they created their own

retellings of a story based on illustrations or a known fable; and developed

original stories modelling a predictable book.
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Powerful words. The prereading activity for the Paper Bag Princess

which consisted of making predictions to establish purpose for reading,

was followed the next day by the students in Sally's class gathering on the

carpet to view a list of words printed on a large brown paperbag. These

were termed 'powerful words' and had been selected earlier by the

children as "interesting and powerful words that stood out in their [the

children'sl minds". The selected words were:

Sally, the teacher, went on to tell me:

[These] could be vocabutary that æutd be worked on,

[that the] kids [æuld]use as a reference pint in their reading
the book or computer [soflware] program - they have
something they can go back to and thraugh whatever method
they may use they can recognize the word and that would
help them. I didn't have time to develop fhose words or do
anything with them, but I sometimes wonder if you have to do
something with them. lf using the voæbulary when retetting
and reading the original published version isn't enough ... to
have the kids make senfences with them and íltustrate them --

beautiful
princess

smashed

burnt

dragon

smadest

fantastic

flv

cave

real

castle

unfortunately

fiery

huge

slammed

fiercest

magnif icent

shouted

tangled
pretty

expensive

marry

prince

banged
grabbed

world

cook

whispered

MESS

neat
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I wonder if that's so necessa4/. You're pulling it out of context
that way, whereas if you leave the list and then to the kids
they are strictly their words - they're not words t would pint
out at all...l realize they are pulled out there [the tist] but they
can use them in the æntext of the story.

As Sally's students read the word list aloud, she drew attention to root

words, endings, soft consonants and silent letters.

story retellinos. small groups of two and three students wrote

their retellings based on illustrations in the Big Book. To make the task

manageable each group was responsible for retelling only the story part

that accompanied each illustration. The following group-created story is

the first draft of theír retelling (See Appendix A for a copy of the children's

actual writing):

Princes RonolaD and princess Elsabth (missing segment)
a dragon cum and smashed doon The castle and He Brt all hre
close and He flo of woe pro rond and hre har wos rele mose and
hae hab noing to wore

The only Thing that wasn't burnt was a paper bag, So the
princess Put it on. Princess Elizabeth followed the trail of Horse
bones to find Prince RonalD.

At lasT THe Princess foud rHe dragebs casl. sHe NocT on THe
dor aND THe dragen sToc His Had ouT of rHe dor He saD I like
To eet Prinss Bot I allraTeeet a casl He closaTHe dor sHe
NocT on the DoragaN

Princess Alalibis sib are yuo the Fierscest and the srongs dragon
150 folts in 1 Firet BRetH?is it tRue that you CAN BLoe DOWN

is it allso true tHat you CAN Fly ARoud the WOR LD iNN 10 ses.?
ater the dragoN burnt 150 forests out he didnt have enough fire
to roast a meatball.
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Elizabeth said to the dragon "ls ít

ARounDthe WORIDiN 10sec?"nWhy,

true that you could Fly
Yes,n and he jumped up

and flue araod the wrild.

The dragonflew arod the world

coDiNT moov a masl

WeN He got Bak He

she saw Prince Ronald. he waved to her. hey dragon" princess

elizaBeth said. The dragon did not move. she shouted again
"Hey dragon!" the dragon was so tired he did not move at all.
Princess Eliabit your har is taglD you smal like asise your wrg a
parBHg. WaY prince RoNilD you have niS lokg Bat you are a
BuM

And Th didn't marrd afterall!

The edited version of the students' retelling is a follows:

Prince Ronald and Princess Elizabeth lived in a castle together.
Princess Elizabeth wanted to marry him; but Prince Ronald did
not want to marry her.

Princess Elizabeth had very beautiful clothes.
A dragon came and smashed down the casfle. He burnt all her
clothes.

The dragon flew off with prince Ronald.

Princess Elizabeth's hair was really messy; and she had nothing
to wear.

The only thing that wasn't burnt, was a paper bag. So the
Princess put it on.

Princess Elizabeth followed the trail of horse bones to find prince

Ronald.

At last, the princess found the dragon's cave. She knocked on
the door and the dragon stuck his head out of the door. He said
"l like to eat Princesses, but. .. I already ate a castle." He closed
the door. She knocked on the door again.
Princess Elizabeth said, "Are you the fiercest and strongest
dragon in the world?" 'Yes," said the dragon.
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Princess Elizabeth said, "ls it true that you can blow down 50

forests in 1 fiery breath?" 'Yes", said the dragon.

After the dragon burnt 100 forests out, he didn't have enough fire

to roast a meatball.

Elizabeth said to the dragon, "ls it true that you coulcj fly around

the world in 10 seconds?" "Yes," and he jumped up and flew

around the world.

The dragon flew around the world in 20 seconds. When he got

back, he didn't move a muscle.

The Princess saw Prince Ronald.

He waved to her. "Hey, dragon," Princess Elizabeth said. The

dragon did not move. She shouted again, "Hey dragon!" The

dragon was so tired he did not move at all.

Princess Elizabeth your hair is tangled. You smell

You're wearing a paper bag," said the Prince.

ashes.

"Well, Prince Ronald, you have nice looking hair; but you're a

bum!"

And they didn't get married after all!

Morrow (1988) suggests that a retelling makes it possible to

determine the form of comprehension evident in the children's sense of

story structure. Well formed stories have structures that include setting

(time, place, characters), theme (an initiating event that causes the main

character to react, form a goal, or face a problem), plot epísodes (events in

which the main character attempts to atta¡n goal or solve the problem, and

a resolution (attainment of goal or solution of problem and ending of the

story). The students were aware of the beginning, middle and ending

elements of stories, and their retelling reflects this knowledge. Their

retelling follows the sequence of the original story and indicates that they

have a good sense of the story structure.
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As their writings suggest the students conventionally used seven of

their previously identified powerful words. They chose not to use

seventeen words from the list (there were thirty words in total). Six words

(and/or their derivatives) were functionally spelled. The students invented

a further sixty-three words to tell their stories and used conventional

spellings for one hundred thirty-five running words. Their retell¡ngs were

made into a book which they shared with other classes in the school and/or

read at home. They also maintained a copy in their personal binders

which they could read during independent reading periods. By the time

the sludents were exposed to the CD-Rom, on-screen version of The Paper

Bag Princess, they were familiar with the story and many had memorized

their retellíngs.

Readíng On-Screen and Running Records

After several on screen readings, running records were obtained

from ten students. Three running records (those of Ray, Trinka and Danny)

and an analysis of the on-line behaviors of Anita and Richard that are

representative of students' performance are included in the text; the

remaining are located in Appendix D. The coding for recording the

miscues is included in Appendix D.

Roy. As indicated by examining the running records, most students

had few miscues and did not require the'click on' support of the computer.

Roy was representative of this group of students. His running record

suggests that the miscues (five repetitions, two insertions, four omissions

and three self-corrections) were not significant and díd not alter the
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meaning of the story. Five of his miscues were based on the class's retold

version of the story.

Roy's running record:

The Paper Bag Princess

Elizabeth was a beautiful princess. She lived in a castle and
had expensive princess clothes. She was going to marry a
prince named Ronald.

Unfortunately, a dragon smashed her castle, burned all her
clothes with his fiery breath, and carried off Prince Ronald.
Elizabeth decided to chase the dragon and get Ronald back.
She looked everywhere for someth¡ng to wear but the only
thing she could find that was not burnt was a paper bag. So

sne putjb(rÎ'{he paper bag and followed the dragon. He was
easy to _follow because he left a trail of burnt forests and----eT-
hors$)bones.

Finally, Elizabeth came to a cave with a large door that had a
huge knocker on it. She took hold of the knocker and banged
on the door. The dragon stuck his nose out of the door and
said, Well a Princess! I love to eat Princesses, but I have
already eaten a whole castle today. I am a very busy dragon.
Come back tomorrow. He slammed the door so fast that
Elizabeth almost got her nose caught.

Elizabeth grabbed the knocker and banged on the door again.
The dragon stuck his nose out of the door and said, Go away. I

love to eat Princesses, but I have already eaten a whole castle
today. I am a very busy dragon. Come back tomorrow. Wait,
shouted Elizabeth. ls it true that you are the smartest and
fiercest dragon in the únoiè*orld? Yes said the dragon.
ls it true your fiery breath?, said Elizabeth, that you can burn up
ten forests with your fiery breath?
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bOJrå?gfîf 
the drason, and he took a huge deep þrearh and

b_ieãthed oút so much fire that he burnt up ffty forests.

f"nt"rt¡., said Elizabeth, and the dragon took another huge
breath and breathed out so much fire that he burnt upQg
hundred forests. Magnificent, said Elizabeth, and the dragon
took another huge breath, but,this ![me noJhing came out. The
dragon didn't ru.n n"u. 

"notiFn 
#ii'ftr?tfc7or, a meat bal.

Elizabeth said, Dragon, is it true that you can fly around the
world in just ten seconds? Why yes, said the dragon and
ha (?T)
jurñpêd up and flew all the way around the world in just ten
seconds. .He was very tired when he got back, but Elizabeth
shouted, Fantastic, do it againl 

".so the dragon jumped up and f lew around the @ worrd in
just twenty seconds. When he got back he was too tired to talk-è
an(!e) lay down and went straight to sleep.

Elizabeth whispered very softly, Hey, Dragon. The dragon
didn't move at all. She lifted up the dragon's ear and put her
head right inside. She shouted as loud as she could, Hey
Dragon! The dragon was so tired he didn't@f,move.
Elizabeth walked right over the dragon and opened the door to
the cave. There was Prince Rqnald. He looked at her and
said, Eriza berh?",tr82fr'"'ñl 

"TJ/ @, your
hair is all tangled and you are wearing a dirty old paper bag.
Come back when you are dressed like a real princess.

Ronald, said Elizabeth, your clothes are really pretty@yout
hair is very neat. You look like a real prince, but you are a
bum. They didn't get married after all.

After several exposures to the materíal, most students either

used the "click-on" feature as a support or knew the story well enough that

they did not need to use it.
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Trinka. Trinka was an interesting participant because she was a

recent Romanian immigrant for whom English was a Second language.

She was intrigued by the click-on feature that named the objects in the

illustrations. Her initial reaction to the CD-Rom program was exploration;

Anderson-lnman (1993) named this the checking pattern. As this excerpt

from the transcript demonstrates she relied heavily on the storyteller for

support.

Scene. Trinka is readíng aloud The Paper Bag Princess on-screen.

The coding for this transcriPt is:

--- word omission

word added/altered
I lnvestigator

... pause

(word) computer support
T Trinka

l: Let's listen to you read the story today.

T: The Paper Bag Princess Elizabeth was a beautiful princess.

She lived in a castle and ...had expensive --- clothes. she was going to

marry ... a ... prince ..named Ronald.

l: Then what happened?

T: Un - that's a long word

l: Yes it is a long word - How did Mrs. Smith tell you how to

figure out what the words were?

T: I don't know

l: What did she say when she was talking about the novel this

morning?

T: Oh yah! [holds uP her thumb]

l: The thumb one ¡s when you are picking out books. What did

she say to try when you're reading?..... Did she say to skip it?

T: MMM a dragon --- the castle

l: What else can you do? [ remembers to pt]sh on the mouse-

although she had been encouraged to attempt other sÍategiesl

T (smashed) the castle burned all her clothes --- --- and

(carried off) carried off Prince Ronald. Elizabeth de (decided)
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to (chase) the dragon and get Ronald back. She looked
everywhere for ... somethíng ... to wear but the only thing ffraf
she could find that was not burnt was a paper bag. So ... she
... put ... on ... the ... paper ...bag ... and ... followed ... the
dragon. He was (easy to follow) easy to follow because he ...
left a traíl ... of burnt forests and (horses'bones). --- Elizabeth
came to a castle with a (large) large door that a hug (huge)
huge (knocker on it). She (took hotd of) the knocker and
(banged on the door) banged on the door.
Let's stop here. [recess bell and T. is fidgeting]

Analyzing Trinka's reading of 130 words suggests 70o/o ol the words

she was unable to read were supplíed by clicking on the mouse. Her

miscues were omissions (23o/o), substitutions and insertions (To/o).

Although her reading was at a frustration level she participated in the

classroom discussions and knew what was happening in the story. She

said it was fun to read the story on the computer because she "/rked

pushing the buttons;'

Three weeks later, Trinka chose to read rhomas' snowsuit

(Munsch, 1985) on-screen. she began by highrighting many of the objects

as she had done previously. She started reading the story with the

storyteller and then changed to reading each page by herself and having

the storyteller read after her because "l have to see if fm right.^ The

Anderson-lnman study (1993) identified this pattern as reviewing. The

teacher and I were amazed by her reading and initially assumed her to be

word-calling, but the resource aide later confirmed that Trinka was able to

read the story and retell it in her own words. The resource aide had also
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asked her questions about the story, and Trinka had no difficulties

answering them.

Danny. Danny is a student experiencing attention and attitudinal

difficulties. He also relied heavily on the computer's enhancement features

to read the story. He used few decoding strategies, announcing that the

best way to read was to "ask yolt" or "click on". He required continual adult

intervention to encourage predictions and thus used context as a way to

decode the words. His guesses were usually appropriate, the result of a

variety of prereading invitations. Like Trínka, Danny spent a great deal of

time exploring the illustrations.

The transcript of Danny's running record will be presented in full to

enable the reader to obtain a "view" of Danny the learner, his perception of

reading, his understanding and use of strategies, and the factors that may

be interfering with his learning. The codings used are the same as for

Trinka's, other than the fact that D refers to Danny.

I have some trouble reading

What gives you the trouble?
Reading ...'cause I forget some of the words
What do you do when you forget some of the words?
Ask you

Elízabeth was a beautiful princess, she loved she ... What,s
that word there?

What can you do when you come to a word you don't know?
Just press it

Press it and what else?

Ask you or skip the word out

What else could you do?

D:

t:

D:

t:

D:

I

D:

I

D:

t:
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D: Those are the things I know- I'll press it
(lived) lived in a castle and had - what's that word there?- |

forget that word-

l: sometímes when you are reading you can leave the word out
and then read the rest of the sentence and see what would
make sense?

D: Yah, (expensive) clothes. She was going a going to marry a
prince named Ronald [clicks-on objects]- this is a funny page

l: What happens on this page?

D: She goes she yells- let's turn this on- I don't know
all of them

l: Let's see the ones we do know- that big word
D: I don't know - (unfortunately -unfortunately) - let's let the story

teller do it. lt's really funny - a dragon smashed-
l: What did the dragon smash?
D: The castle

l: And what else did he do? He smashed her casile and he... -
D: Burned all her clothes (with) his fiery breath and (carried off)

Prince Ronald Now that we read that page let's hear the
storyteller

l: Let's read it together
D: That's really funny
l: Before we start to read- let's look at the pícture- what's

happening in this picture? -

D: She looks really bad and she's following the dragon - he
burnt all those trees and left some horse bones

l: And what is she wearing?
D: A paper bag - she found it in that story- I want to press that

and see what it ís - oh what Ís this thing here? -that is a ..- let's
see what this is

l: Let's read this page - Who's the story about?
D: Elizabeth (decided) decided to chase the dragon and get

Prince Ronald back

l: Right you read that page What did she do?
D: She she looked everywhere for -l don't know that word-
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l: Let's think about it
D: I'll go back - she looked everywhere for
l: Leave it out

D: To wear - she was looking for /s/ om/th- something to wear.
The only thing that she can find was a was a paper bag. Let,s
hear it [storyteller reads]

l: Let's turn the page and look at the picture -What happened
here?

D: She got a paper bag

l: What did she do?

D: So she put on the paper bag and followed the dragon
l: There's another sentence you could read all by yourself-

good show

D: She no he was easy to follow because he left a trail of burnt
forest and and horse bones

l: Another sentence that you read

D: [Clicks-on story teller]

l: What's happening in this picture? -

D: She found this castle

l: What díd she do?

D: She found the dragon, but she didn't meet the prince so
(Finally) Finally Elizabeth came to a castle ...

l: Did the dragon live in a castle?

D: No a cave- a cave with a (large) large door with a large
knocker on it. She she took hold she took -What is this
word? (took hold of) took hold of the - I don't know what that
word is-

l: She was at the door- what did she take hold of?-
D: ...of the knocker and then (banged on the door) banged on

the door -- Ooh let's see what this is- (dragon, bandanna)
l: What did the dragon do?

D: The dragon stuck his nose out of the door - I don't know what
this is (said) and said - what's that word? (well) well a well a
princess I love to eat princesses. But I have - I forget this
word right here- (already) but I have already eaten a whole
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castle today. I am a busy dragon - now let's let the story
teller do it-

l: Let's look at the next page and you can be the story teller on
your own -

D: Why do you always want to write things out
l: I can't always remember everything

D: come back tomorrow he slammed the door so - | can't figure
out that word-

l: How can you figure out that word? - |

D: Let's press the thing here

l: What else can you do beside press on the mouse
D: Leave it out, but I don't want to leave it out
In Well fet's leave it out and see what happens.

D: He slammed the door so

l: Just say something

D: Something that Elizabeth almost got her nose caught
l: So how did he slam the door?

D: Hard

l: Could be - that makes sense.

D: Let the story teller do it (fast) that Elizabeth almost got her
nose caught . Elizabeth - | forget what this word ís-

l: Let's try leaving it out and see what's in the rest of the
sentence

D: Elizabeth the... lforget-
l: Let's look at the picture

D: Said the (grabbed) the knocker and

l: What would you do íf you grabbed the knocker?
D: Knock on the door the again and the dragon stuck his nose

out of the door and said go away. I already eaten a whole
castle today. Let's hear the story teller do it. I am a busy
I am a (very) busy dragon. (Come back) tomorrow.

[t is time for lunch]

l: Thank you Danny.
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At a follow-up May meeting, Mrs.

both Trinka and Danny appeared

independent reading activities and had

towards their learning.

Smith, their teacher reported that

more willing to participate in

shown increased self-confidence

Anita and Richard. Anita and Richard were two sludents who were initially

identified as experiencing difficulties with the reading and writing process. They

were seated at the computer set to read A Beautiful Feast for a Bíg King Cat

(Martin, 1993). They had read the Big Book version with their classmates several

tímes and had picked up the beat and rhyme of the story. Their initial introduction

to the CD-Rom s1ory was to "echo read" with the storyteller and then to read the

sentences by themselves. Their teacher asked them to listen to the storyteller to

confirm their accuracy. By the time the investigator observed them, they had read

the story twice with the computer. As the running record (Appendix D) suggests,

the first twelve pages of the book had many repetitions, common sight words, and

frequent rhyming words, enabling the students to read with few difficulties.

Richard and Anita relied on the storyteller to assist them nineteen times during the

next eight pages and had ten miscues, of which five were meaningful. The last

two pages appeared to have been memorized and caused no difficulty.

Conversation with the students suggested they understood the events of the story.

A Beautiful Feast for a Big King Cat (Martin, 1993), produced by

Bravo, has the capability of recordíng the words students clíck-on. These

requests can be saved and printed to provide the teacher with a record of

each student's difficult words. This classroom did not have a free standing

printer, but was part of the school network, so it became more difficult to

obtain such data. Data sheets from Richard's second and third reading of
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the story on the computer were obtained and indicated that twenty-seven

words missed on his second reading compared to eighteen words on the

third; of these eighteen, eight words were repeats from the former list. The

investigator obtained a running record of his reading on-screen four days

later. He continued to do well on the first twelve pages, and missed sixteen

words on the following eight pages. Examination of these words indicated

that there were seven new words, three words were missed on all

readings, four words from the first reading, and two from the second

attempt. (This data is included in Appendix E.)

Anita and Richard's teacher indicated that A Beautiful Feast for a Big

Kino Cat was not selected according to the reading ability of many students

and wondered if it were "reasonable to expect Anita and Richard to learn

it?" This problem is a dilemma for many teachers, but other student

benefits need to be considered. Anita and Richard were able to participate

in the classroom activities based on this þook and their writing (as

indicated in the following discussion) reflected increased awareness of

print.

Summary

Analysis of the students' running records and their writing samples

suggested that using the interactive software programs enabled the

students to develop story comprehension; become strateg¡c readers; and

increase oral reading fluency.

The enhancement features of the software benefited ESL and

students with reading difficulties as it encouraged language development,
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and supported comprehension and word recognition. ln addition,

familiarity with the story line and the predictable nature of the texts enabled

these students to participate in classroom discussions and activities.

5. was writing performance ultimately enhanced by using

the interactive software?

Effect on Writing

To set the stage for the initial writing invitation, the teacher read the

first fourteen pages of A Beautiful Feast for a Big King Cat and then

stopped; the students were to write what they thought would happen next

in the story. This was an independent activity.

Anita. Anita's writing consísted of a total of twelve running words of

which 17o/o wêtê conventionally spelled. The students then went to the

computer to find out what really happened. By the time of the next writing,

these students had read the story several times on sreen. Anita's text of

what really happened had thirty-six running words and 4zo/o weß

conventionally spelled. I asked Anita how she knew to write some words

(will, cat, he) the way most people do? Anita told me that will 'was in a

picture that was on the board", cat "was on the computer", and he she "had

practiced at home". Her final assignment for this story, to write the next

episode, had a total of thirty-two running words of which 530/o wêrê

conventionally spelled -- all but two of these words were in the story. Her

initial writing was characterized by random letters with few mixed upper
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and lower cases, and few phonological appropriations (fsk /think, PaiRTE I

pull, DanTti / then).

Anita's first writing:

I fsk DaT mfammmas will PaiRTE haisn PaRTuiT
DanTti Sghs hnoosT. noTKuoKRVe

I think that mother mouse will pull his paws then squeak his

nose.l

As indicated in her last story there are vowels in each word, fewer

upper case letters present in words, and the words are easier to decode

(maT /met, wat lwenl, Pakid /park).

Anita's last writing:

The MasTLi maT The Cat a ganat. The masTli said Doo
You wan to Bae mi fandi. The cat said Yes' Dao wat To

The Pakid.

IThe mouse met the cat again. The mouse said Do you want

to be my friend? The cat said yes. They went to the park.l

ln April, Anita's writing modeled after the pattern book, A Home in a

Tree consisted of a total of eighty-eight running words of which 760/o wêtê

conventionally spelled. This writing follows:

Anita's writing:

A home in The wter

is a home in the water a houme for me

yes san the okaas from the water I eta fish all day
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is a home in the water a home for you Bat? wach ota for me
like to gt you

is a home in the water a home for me
yes, seid the fishs i smm AllDay and i eta litte plas.
is a home in the water a home for me

siad The crabs, I ate DaDe animls I like zam and I hav Claz

[A Home in the Water
ls a home in the water a home for me?

Yes saíd the Orkas, from the water, I eat fish all day.
ls a home in the wateer a home for you Bat? watch out for me I

like to get you.

ls a home in the water a home for me? yes said the fish. I

swim all day and I eat little plants.

ls a home in the water a home for me? yes said the crabs. I

eat baby animals I like them and I have claws.l

Richard. Richard exhibited similar growth in writíng. Both story

length and spelling improved after the introduction of the computer

programs. His first text had a total of twenty running words and 65o/o were

conventionally spelled.

Richard's fi rst writing:

The caT cadnt kach the mouse The Mouse sad do you
WMT eat Fish he bNdT WNT To eat Mouses

[The cat couldn't catch the mouse. The mouse said do you
want to eat fish he didn't want to eat mousesl

The next assignment had a total of 14 running words and g6o/o

conventionally spelled.

were
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Ricahrd's second writi ng:

The cat Look in the weNdo and the Mouse LooK out of the
weNdo

[The cat looked in the window and the mouse looked out of the
window l

Richard's next episode text was composed directly on the computer

and had 23 running words of which 7oo/o wêtê spelled conventionally.

Richard's third writing:

the mouse wat to the park and ase the cat and sae the
mouse to and than a dog kam and than he ran afdr the cat

[The mouse went to the park and saw the cat and saw the
mouse too and then a dog came and then he ran after the catl

His writing in late April was made up of 76 words of which gso/o

spelled conventionally.

Richard's fou rth writing:

ls A home in A cave A home For me
yes sied The Bat I Sleep in This cave

ls a home in a cave a home for me?

Yes sied the wlve l' Look for food outsied The cAve
ls A home in a cAve a home for me?

Yes sied The SnaK I shrad my sken on rocks.
is A home in A cAve A home for me!

sied The Bear I hibrnat in wainter
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[s a home in a cave a home for me?

Yes said the bat, I sleep in this cave.

ls a home in a cave a home for me?

Yes said the wolf, I look for food outside the cave.

ls a home in a cave a home for me?

Yes said the snake, I shed my skin on rocks.

ls a home in a cave a home for me?

Yes, saíd the bear, I hibernate in winter.l

The production of letters continued to be a difficulty for Richard. He

told us that he found it easier to write at the computer. His teacher noted

that Richard had "a hard time writing it down, but on the computer he had it

done ín no time at all." He continued to mix upper and lower case letters,

sentences didn't always begin with capitals, but they did end with the

appropriate punctuation. His unconventional spellings were readable

(snak /snake, sken /skin, hibrnat /hibernate).

ln May, Richard and Anita were "just blossoming" and ,,really

zooming" reported their teacher.

The spelling analysis of the writing assignments of Anita, Richard,

and four of their classmates are presented in Table 1. The information

presented is based on the three assignments relating to A B_eautiful Feast

for a Kinq Cat and the last was an invitation in April modelled after the

pattern book, A Home in a Tree. (see Appendixes B, c, and F for data to

support the information presented in Table 1.)
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TABLE 1

Spellinq Analvsis of Students' Writinqs

RICHARD FIRST
TEXT

15

60

20

65

21

86

34

91

12

17

12

17

11

64

13

70

SECOND
TEXT

I
89

14

86

14

79

27

89

28

32

36

42

17

53

27

60

THIRD APRIL
TEXT TEXT
15 27

67 61

23 76

70 85

37

89

54

91

38

92

141

96

22

36

32

53

38

49

88

76

17

59

38

77

23

57

61

77

TOTAL DIFFERENT WORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

TOTAL RUNNING WORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

SHARON
TOTAL DIFFERENTWORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

TOTAL RUNNING WORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

ANITA
TOTAL DIFFERENTWORDS IN TÐff

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

TOTAL RUNNING WORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

ALAN
TOTAL DIFFERENTWORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

TOTAL HUNNING WORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY
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ANNA
TOTAL DIFFERENT WORDS IN TEXT

% SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

TOTAL RUNNING WORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

DONALD
TOTAL DIFFERENT WORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

TOTAL RUNNING WORDS IN TEXT

o/o SPELLED CONVENTIONALLY

12

50

15

60

15

60

18

61

14

22

17

35

29

76

40

83

51

47

89

68

39

40

72

80

38

53

109

73

11

46

27

7'l

Summary

The students'writing performance reflected the repeated

presentations of the on-screen and hard copy stories. Not only did the

students increase the number of running words in each successive write,

they increased the quality and quantity of ideas, the number of different

words; and íncreased the percentage of conventionally spelled words.

6 ln what ways does the introduction of interactive

computer software do more than pique the ¡nterest of the

students?

ln our current technological age, students have the opportunities to

do many interesting and exciting things with computers, often unrelated to
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academic learning. The investigator and the first grade classroom

teachers wanted to find out if the students realized that the computer and,

particularly this kind of CD-Rom software, benefitted their learning. The

question was whether the students were able to recognize and to articulate

the value of such software. The intent was to discover whether the

information gained through this study would enable other professionafs to

provide pedagogically sound, computer-assisted learning experiences for

their students.

ln order to obtain the data required to answer this queslion, the

investigator observed and interviewed students while they were working

on the computer. At the end of the investigation the students completed a

questionnaire (Appendix G) to determine: (a) their own decoding

strategies; (b) their feelings when they asked for help both from another

person and from the computer; and (c) their understanding of how the

computer helped them. ln addition they shared their perceptions of good

readers and the possible benefits of using the computer software for other

students. The teachers were interviewed following most observation

sessions and several times after the study concluded.

An analysis of the student questionnaires suggested that many

students did see the interactive computer software as a useful tool to assist

their learning and the learning of other students. Generally, students

indicated that the interactive software computer programs would help other

students "learn how to read and write" and 'practice their reading.'
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Reading Stories

Many students responded similarly to Anna, who told us that "tåe

æmputer helped me read the f¡rst time beæuse I didn't read it well" and "if

you don\ know the word". Anita reported, "You can ctick on the word and

the [voice in the] computer tells you [the word]." For a student like Danny

who has attention and attitudinal difficulties, the interactive computer

software enabled him to read rhe Paper Bag princess because he

decided to 'Tef the storytetter do ft " Using the computer version of the s1ory

enabled Danny to participate more fully in the writing and oral reading

activities as well as contribute to the discussions that occurred about the

book. As another student noted: "You æuld read the whole fuok with the

storyteller, even if you couldn't read it by yourself . . . you get to read a new

bok."

Most students were favorable in their comments about the software.

They told us that it gave them "hinfs about words", 'Tf was fun", and 'it
helped me, because I didn't feel bad" þecause I æuldn't read the storyl.

Two students were critical of the small print size and preferred the hard

copy to the on-screen version (although the print size was adjustable in

several programs).

Writing Stories

writing stories on the computer was recognized as a desírable

activity. Those who preferred to write using the computer usually did so

because they found ít 'easrer to push the buttons" than to "have to draw

/effers or lines" and "you can stay on the lines." paul explained, '/f's easier
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fo use the machine when I write on the paper I don't have much stuff in my

head but when I write on the computer I have tots in my head." He thought

the difference was that "fñe æmputer lsn'f as hard as writing 'æuse you

have to print the beginning of the letters and you got to spell out the word

and on the computer you just have to spell it without a pencil, just your

hand, so ff's a lot easier."

The wisdom of these words has been underscored by Scardamalia

and Bereiter (1982) and Graves (1g8g) who suggest that the physical

production of text claims attention and thus interferes wíth the ability to

compose. Smith (1985) maintains that using computers for composing can

circumvent such issues as the formation of letters, left-right and top to

bottom progression and motor ability.

Reading Practice

The teachers sent hard copies of the books home with students to

share with their families. As Sally, one of the classroom teachers revealed,

"l think it's worthwhile if the parents can see what they [the students] are

doing and hopefully they [the parents] are tooking at the book and the

qualiV of literature and they will realize what the kids are doing." She

wondered if the true test of the value of the computer-assisted programs

would be if the students would pick up other Munsch books and read them.

ln May, three to four months following the initial exposure to the cD-Rom

programs, Sally shared that the Munsch books were still being borrowed

from the library and several students were reading a Munsch book as part

of their independent reading activities.
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Linda, the second classroom teacher, commented that the students

in her class were "stilf goíng at them and wanting to learn those books."

She attributed this interest to the fact that the books used in the CD-Rom

programs started out easily, and the students enjoy the repetitive pattern

and thus experienced success. As all the students in her class had

participated in a shared book experíence, the students could pick a partner

and read the book to them. Upon entering the classroom following the

morning recess, the investigator observed the students spread out on the

carpeted area engaged with books. On closer inspection, it was obserued

that one student was reading the Big Book copy of A Beautiful Feast for a

Bio Kino Cat (the current CD-Rom book being used in the class), while two

were reading copies of the litile book, and two together were reading

another copy of the story; clearly indicating the need to have multiple

copies of the text under study.

Summary

The CD-Rom interactÍve software díd more than pique the interest of

students. These computer software programs enabled all students,

regardless of ability, to read a story and to participate in classroom

discussions and activities. Students were motivated to share the books

with their families and peers and to search out other books by the same

author or similar genres. Students came to see the computer as a tool that

made writing easier both in school and at home.
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Software Evaluation

Heald-Taylor (1989) provides a checklist (Appendix H) that enabtes

school personnel to make decisions about whole language materials.

Many of the criteria from this checklist are applicable to the interactive

software computer program and the findings suggest that this material was

effective in realízing a wholistic approach. Heald-Taylor's checklist looks

at five major areas: literature, integration, instructional strategies,

interpretative activities for students, and student evaluation. The

responses include: ineffective, somewhat effective, effective, and very

effective. Although not all the críteria apply, those that do, suggest that the

computer software provides quality unabridged literature selections

representing a variety of genres authored by a variety of children's writers.

The program enables the teacher to: (a) integrate all the aspects of the

language arts using a variety of sign systems; (b) provide a thematic

curriculum; and (c) employ a variety of organizational strategies such as

activity centres, book corners, and drama, art and writing opportunities. ln

addition, the stories encourage the integration of language arts in the other

content areas.

These programs provide opportunities for shared reading, book

talks, choral speaking and listening activites. Cooperative learning

opportunities occur when students are working together at the computer.

Follow-up activities based on dramatizations, story writing, and

independent reading have been used in the study classrooms. As

students read on-line, they were encouraged to use a variety of reading

strategies: picture clues, syntactic meaning, context, and phonetics. These
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programs encourage students to participate in interpretative activities. The

programs are effective in providing data for evaluation whether it be

running records, lists of unknown words, and/or opportunities for sludents

to monitor their own reading achíevements.

The teachers were comfortable with these materials and indicated

that they would use them earlier in the next school year. They hoped that

there would be more appropriate titles available that would enable them to

regularly integrate the "talking books" into their thematic units. ln

discussion they felt that these particular programs and the exercise they

had been through helped them in their teaching practices.

Summarv

The TORP (DeFord, 1979) conclusions, interview responses, and

Heald analysis of the programs, as well as classroom observations

suggest that the teachers integrated the CD-Rom interactive software

programs into their literacy invitations in ways that were congruent with

their pedagogical tenets. The 'talkíng books' were seen by both the

teachers and their students as an integrated part of the program and not as

an add on.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The main focus of this investigation was to observe the integration of

interactive CD-Rom computer software programs into the literacy

instruction of two, grade one classrooms. Questions that emerged through

the interactive process of negotiation between the stakeholders and the

investigator provided the framework for the research. Study findings will

be useful for professionals who wish to use interactive CD-Rom computer

software as part of their emergent literacy program.

This chapter summarizes and discusses the research findings,

draws conclusions, and suggests implications both for instruction and

further research, based on the framing questions. ln addition the

relationship between instruction and recent theory is considered.

Summary. Discussion and Conclusions

Teachers. The two teachers approached the integration of

the interactive CD-Rom interactive software in practices that reflected their

individuality and the needs of their students.

The teachers did not view the computer as an 'add on', but as

another tool to develop literacy in all students. lntegration was based on

the school's established guidelines for teaching reading lessons. Prior

knowledge was activated and students were presented with a purpose for

reading the materials. There were opportunities to read the whole text

either the hard-cover or on-screen version which supported those students
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who experienced reading difficulties. Assigned post-reading activities

enabled students to respond to the slories using a variety of sign systems,

including writing and performing a small play, drawing, and creating a new

version of the story.

To move out of the realm of the known and to work with new

technology, the teachers needed not only technical support when systems

went down, but the support and encouragement of an administrator who

was interested in and knowledgeable not only about the technology but

also the literacy acquisition of young learners.

Discussions and observations suggested that the two teachers in

the study endeavored to: (a) meld past practice with current theory

regarding the need to present print in authentic and complete contexts;

and, (b) introduce writing as a component to parallef beginning reading

instruction and not as something to be deferred until students knew

something about words. The teachers knew that there needed to be

repeated presentations of meaningful print to develop fluency and word

recognition automaticity.

The teachers in the study demonstrated sound instructional

techniques in presenting the computer software programs. Their story

introductions set a purpose for reading and activated prior knowledge.

Actual reading was followed by opportunities for personal response that

enabled students to develop an increased understanding of the story.

Students were encouraged to use various reading strateg¡es to facilitate

decoding and use a number of sign systems to convey their knowledge
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about the story. The literature selections then became a focus for writing

experiences.

The computer software enabled the teachers to integrate all aspect

of the language arts program. The use of interactive computer software

seems limited only by the professionals' understanding of the reading

process and the ability to integrate the programs into their instruction.

Social Constructivism One of the assumptions of a social constructivist

view of learning is that knowledgeable members of a culture help others to

learn (Rogoff, 1984). ln this study, children worked together at the

computer to read the story. They helped each other and the storyteller on

the computer helped them. There were "computer buddies", older students

who helped the grade ones edit their writing and showed them around the

keyboard.

The higher functions of reading and writing develop as a result of

social interaction. More knowledgeable individuals begin by modeling

desired behaviors and/or thinking aloud what has to be learned and

through talk and interaction with others, learners begin to acquire new

learning. ln both classes teachers modeled expectations, students

patterned possible writings and all students had the opportunity to

rehearse their thoughts prior to writing

The vygotskian term, "the zone of proximal development", is integral

to the CD-Rom "talking books' in this study. The storyteller in the Talking

books" assists students when they don't know a word and the voice

provides scaffolding which enables students to read material that may be

too difficult. ln addition, the storyteller assists learning by providing as
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much support as required and does so in a patient and non-threatening

manner. As students become more secure, the storyteller is no longer

requested to support them and students move to an independent level of

functioning. Thus knowledge is acquired by participating in a supportive,

social-instructional environment. Readers experiencing difficulties are

able to complete whole texts and become contributing members of the

learning community in their classrooms.

Straw (1990) suggests that in a social constructivist view, the

reading and writing processes are inseparable. Both teachers in the study

recognized that these two processes were compatible and provided writing

invitations that complemented reading. The students demonstrated that as

they acquired skills in reading they transferred this knowledge to their

writing. The findings which follow suggest that as the students read and

reread the CD-Rom stories, their own writings increased both in the

number of running words and the conventionally spelled words they used

in their stories.

Students. Analysis of the students' running records and their wríting

samples suggested that using the interactive software programs enabled

the students to become strategic readers; to increase oral reading fluency;

and to develop story comprehension.

Students recognized the need for practice and the computer

enabled them to read the story as many times as they wished. The

computer never ran out of patience. The CD-Rom "talking books' enabled

students to rehearse the word recognition strategies their teachers were

modeling and encouraging them to use. ln addition, the teachers noted the
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transfer of strategic word recognition skills to other reading situations. The

cD-Rom programs supported the use of context to facilitate word

recognition. ln turn, meaning provided the scaffolding which enabled

students to make sense of the print and figure out the code.

The interactive computer software programs enhanced reading

proficiency. There was an observable increase in oral reading proficiency,

comprehension, and motivation to read other materials written by the same

author or a similar genre.

comprehension was supported through the development of story

structure. The students were able to read the entire story (some with the

support of the storyteller on the CD-Rom) and to apply this information in

class discussions and follow-up assignments.

The enhancement features of the software benefited ESL students

and students with reading difficulties by providing a model of literary

language, and supporting word recognition and comprehension

development. ln addition, the increased familiarity with the stories afforded

by reading and rereading the text enabled students to participate more fully

in classroom discussions and activities.

Data analysis suggests that with increased reading on-screen and

off, the quality of writing increased. Word knowledge acquired through the

use of the interactive computer software transferred to expressive writing -

those words seen on the screen were also incorporated into writing and

were usually spelled conventíonally. As students read and reread the CD-

Rom stories, the students' writing was also enhanced and showed
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increases in both the number of running words and the percentage of

conventionally spelled words. The CD-Rom stories provided rich

vocabulary and content, contained examples of different genres, and

raised students' awareness of the writing conventions -- all important data

sources for becoming successful authors.

The CD-Rom interactive software did more than píque the interest of

students. ïhese computer software programs enabled all students,

regardless of ability, to read a story and to participate in classroom

discussions and activities. Students were motivated to share the books

with their families and peers and to search out other books either by the

same author or in the same genre. students came to see the computer as

a tool that made writing easier both in school and at home.

Exposure to the CD-Rom materials benefited students implicitly and

explicitly. Students became computer literate; recognized the computer as

a tool that facilitated independent reading and writing; developed

confidence in themselves as learners, and exhibited the ability to move out

of self and to consider other learners.

Connections: Findings and Theory

Literacy acquisition. ln a 1987 article, lrwin offered principles for

integrating computer programs ¡nto the reading instructional program.

such programs need to be integrated "in ways that respect the needs and

interests of children, that make use of the unique features of technology,

and that build upon current knowledge about reading and writing as

interactive communication processes' (p. 38).
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Although ln¡rin's discussions appear to be theoretically based, she

provided no empirical data to support her contentions. Her article

suggests: (a) Computer materials can read aloud, model, and interact with

children; (b) Software programs enable children to engage in activities that

foster emerging literacy when as novices they pretend to read and write;

and (c) Social interactíon and modeling occur when children receive help

in developing reading concepts and tips on using the software and/or

hardware. This help can be given either by a peer, an adult, or the

computer program itself.

lrwin encourages users to select materials that are congruent with

their theoretical beliefs about teaching and reading. As well, she stresses

the importance of the teacher's knowledge about the writing process and

its relationship to reading development.

The present study provides the empírical data to support lrwin's

(1987) theoretical presentation and bridges theory and the practice.

Connections: Findinos of the Present Study with Recent computer

Research

standish (1992) conducted a study using interactive computer

software that was similar to the material used in this study. Although the

findings in her study were inconclusive, the present study suggests that her

expectation that the interactive software computer intervention would

increase the reading achievement of students in the treatment class

compared to the achievement of students in the control group, is probably
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correct. The present study was not a quantitative one, thus no pre and post

measures were taken, nor was there a control group; but observations and

running record data suggest that the students in the two classes did

improve their readíng proficiency with the use of the CD-Rom programs.

Anderson-lnman's (1994) study provided terminology applicable to

enhancement software. Students in the present study demonstrated

similar behaviors to those exhibited in their research. As in the Anderson-

lnman study, students initially used the "clíck on button' frequently, even

when not needed. They liked to review the materials, that is, let the voice

read the page after they had read ít, seemingly to confirm their own

version. Anderson-lnman does not discuss the extent to which students

required preparation to learn in hypertext environments. ln the present

study, other than the basic "how to use the software" no other computer

instruction was given to the sludents.

Findings in the present study also concur with the findings of a study

by Blackstock (1989). Blackstock suggested that:

(1) The introduction of new technology can initiate changes in a

teacher curriculum and methods of instruction which appear unrelated to

the computer. One of the teachers in the present study did change her

morning message format to one in which she met with five students at the

computer to develop a letter to send home explaining class activities. The

other teacher indicated that she would do more writing in her class.

(2) New technology will be successfully implemented only when it ís

viewed as a natural aspect of the on-going process of adapting the
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curriculum to meet the needs of children. ln the present study, the teachers

saw the computer as another avenue for extending literacy invitations.

(3) Support from colleagues is essential especially during periods of

doubt and reflection. This point is critical to the success of introducing CD-

Rom programs. The teachers in the present study received technical

support and encouragement from the librarian and the library technician.

Reflection was encouraged and release time was provided that enabled

the teachers to meet with each other and the researcher. The principal

provided professional development opportunities for the teachers --

attendance at conferences, appropriate professional articles, and

opportunities to share their experiences with other teachers in the school

division. Since the administrator was interested in and knowledgeable not

only about the technology but also the literacy acquisition of young

learners, she was able to develop a milieu which supported professional

growth.

(4) Children learn with and about computers without a great deal of

direct instruction. "The Subculture of Computers' is developed through:

conversations with older siblings; working on available computers in other

classrooms; eavesdropping; and consulting with peer experts. The

students at this school talked about their parents and computers and the

things that they did on their own computers. Peer experts and computer

buddies offered support for learning.

Reitsma (1988) suggests that increases in reading fluency are

significantly affected by conditions of practice. Both the guided reading

condition, in which children had to read on their own and had to correct all
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errors themselves but with sustaining feedback, and the speech-select

condition, ín which students practiced independenily but had the

opportunity for feedback using a touch pad, were significanily more

effective than the control and reading-while listening conditions. The CD-

Rom interactive software in the present study parallels the successful

conditions in Reitsma's study.

lmplications for lnstruction

The study:

1 lndicates to professionals and parents that students see the

computer as a tool for learning and not just something to 'play on";

2. Provides sound pedagogical information regarding

appropriate instructional routines to enable other professionals to provide

computer assisted learning for their students;

3. Suggests that CD-Rom "talking books. can be used to

enhance literacy acquisition, especially in ESL and students experiencing

difficulties with print;

4. Encourages teachers to reflect on the literacy invitations they

make to their students and to examine their relevancy, and

5. Provides suggestions how to integrate CD-Rom interactive

software into learning programs. As participants in the study, the teachers

came to articulate their views on literacy acquisition and became aware

that they needed to consider these views both when selecting computer
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software to use with their students and when integrating their use with

other literacy activities.

lmplications for Further Research

This study provides purpose, pedagogical substance, and support

for integrating CD-Rom computer software programs into begínning

reading instruction. Research is conducted not to present final answers but

to pose lingering questions that will challenge other professionals to

continue the quest for answers. With the increase of technology in

conjunction with off-line materials, professionafs must determine whether

their perceptions of literacy change. As suggested by Santa Barbara

Classroom Discourse Group (1994), literacy is a dynamic process in which

the meaning of literacy is continually being constructed and reconstructed

by individuals as they become members of new groups. Thus the term

becomes "literacies" and not literacy, as "no one definition can capture the

range of occurrence in everyday life in classrooms, the multiplicity of

demands, or the ways of engaging in literacy within and across groups"

(Ruddell, Ruddell, and Singer, 1994, p.125). The assignment is to

continue to develop and monitor computer programs as tools to facilitate

literacy acquisition. Specifically further research could focus on:

1. The extent to which students need specific instructions to

learn in hypertext envíronments;

2. The impact of multimedia software on the language

acquisition of students for whom English is a second language and for

those who experience language difficulties;
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3. The influence that the early introduction of the CD-Rom

programs would make on the reading and writing performance of

kindergarten and beginning grade one students;

4. The effect of these programs on older students who

experience reading and writing difficulties; and

5. Necessary changes to CD-Rom technology that will reflect the

current interactive philosophy of literature.

The CD-Rom technology is present in many of our classrooms and

on the shelves of bookstores. lf teachers are to use these materials, they

have to become aware of their educational purposes and values. Time

and activities in school are being questioned. Enabling teachers to

understand the pedagogical basis of technology suggests that there is

educational merit in using computer software programs. lt is important that

new technology not be viewed as just a babysitting device, a means for

filling in idle time, for creating busy work, or becoming the purple sheets of

the 21st century.
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Appendix A:

Copies of the students'first drafts of their retelling of the
Paper Bag Princess
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Appendix B

Copies of the first drafts of the students' predictions of what happers
next in A Beautiful Feast for a Big Kinq Cat.
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Appendix C

Copies of the students' first drafts of what actually happened in A
Beautiful Feast for a Big King Cat.
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Appendix D.

The coding system and running records of targeted students'
reading performance.



Coding for recording the miscues in the running records

underlined word repetition

student's word substitution
acttra:l_word

(parenthesis) "click on' support from the computer

circled word omission

T above circle teacher supplied the word

(RT) refers to class retelling



Pa,.t .

The Paper Bag Princess

Elizabeth was a beautiful princess She lived in a castle and had epensive princess clothes She

was going 10 marry a prirne named Ronald. Unfortunately, a dragon smashed lrer castle, burned all

her clothes wrth h¡s fiery breath and carried off Prince Ronald. Elizabeth decbed to chase the

dragon and get Ronatd back. Slte looked everywhere for sornethirq to wear bu the only thing she

could find that was not burnt was a paper bag. So she pú on the paper O"g 
%$followed 

the

dragon. He was easy to follow because he left a rail of burnt forests and hors€Fones. Finalty,

Elizabeth carîìe to a cave wrth a large door?#n* a htge knocker on it. She took hold of the

knocker ard banged on the door. The dragon stuck his nose out of the cþor and said, Well a

Princessl I love to eat Princesses, but l@ already eaten a whole castle today. I am a very busy

dragon. Come back tornonow. He slammed the door so fast thal El¡zab€th aFnost got her nose

€ugft. Eizabeth grabbed the knocker and banged on the door again. The dagon stuck hb nose

out of the door and said, Go away. I love to eat Princessæ,^bt¡t I have akeady eden a $'hoþ câstl€t$wi*,no(s)
today. I am a very h.rsy úagon. Cmle back tomS)w. l&g, shouûed Elizabe$. b t rue thd yo.r

are the smartest ard fiercest cfagon in the@**U? Yes seicl the úagon. ls it true, sairJ

Elizabeth, that you can hrnçlï¿%o,. with yorl fery Oreatn? Oh yes, saiJ fte dagon, and he

took a hr¡g€ de€p breath an(bredheoo{rt so much ñre ltlyJä" up fifty fqests. Fantastic, sakj

Elizabeth, and the dragon took another huge breath andþeathe{,but so much fire that he br.rnt up

one hundred forests. Magnificent, said Elizabeth. and the dragon took another hr4e breah, but

th¡s time nothing carne out. The dragon didnl even have enough ñre left to cook a meat ball.

Elizabeth said, Dragon, is it true that you can fly around the world in fist ten seconds? Why yes,

sa¡d the dragon and jurnped up and flew all the way around the world ¡n just ten seconds. He was

very tired when he got back, btrt Elizabeth shouted, Fantast¡c, do it again! So ttte dragon imped
up and flew around the whole world in just twenty seconds. When he got back%dwas too tied to

rak and he lay down ard went straþfrt to sleep. El¡zab€rt whispøed very softty, t"f 5i"õf*iË
clragon didn't move at all. She l¡fted up thè dragon's ear and put her head rilht irsile. She

shouted as loud as she could, Hey Dragonl Th€ dragon was so tired he didn\ even move.

Elizabeth walked rþht ovø the ckagon and opened the cloor to the cave. There was Prince RonaH.

He looked at her and sakl, Elifabeth, you are a mess! You smell lke ashes, yow hair is alltangled

and you are wearing a6¡rrìob paper bag. Come back when you are dressed like a real princess.

Ronab, sakl Elizabeth, your clothes are really pretty arìd your hair b very neat. You look lke a real

prlrne, h¡t yot¡ are a btrn. They dkln't ga married dter al.
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Qiclnarr)

A Beau¡tiful Feast for a Bq King Ca

Brg cat, rxg cd cdch me if you can. The mouse teased the cd uúran, ri¡.n, ran.

He ran tlrough the medow and ran tfrough the wood. He ran fr horne as fast as he c-oub.

Mother, o mother, please save me frsn the catl He is bþga than bþ and fatter than fat!

Mother jumped up, took the cat by surprise, You great big bulty, pid< on sofiìeone your own size!

she pulled the ta¡l of that brg fd cat ard slammed tlre door. ArÉ ü'd was thd!

Big cat, bþ cat, cdch me if you can. The motse teased the cd atúrut, ran, ran.

He ran through the meadow and ran tfrough the wood. He ran for home.as fast as he coub.

MotfÞr O mcther, quick, open the doø! The bÍg fat cat is here once more!

MotFpr jumped ç with fire in her eyes, You great bþ bully pbk on sqlìeone yatr own size.

she tweaked the nose of tlnt big fd cat and stammed the door. And thd was thd!

Big cat, big cd, catch me if you can! Tte motse teâsed tfE cd ard ran ran, ran.

He ran tlrough the meadow ard ran tfrough the wood. He ran fs horne as fast as he coub.

But the cat took a shortcutlaheø otþ mouse and got thse frst d the little mouse horse.

"*--,*"*1 *s[,n, ;1€@;;)-; to wdcome Mouse ir.

The little mots{nrew)he had læt the race. 't¡ere wa{nowtrere}ogo, there w¿rs no hidf,gffi.
But he didnt tæe t"p", 8Fd quk* as a wirk, 

""<"*i*O,J 
r*¡s" started to th¡rk,

O bear.¡tiful cat, you wondrot¡s thing, a meal of one mouse släñ|rc, a kirp. Yor¡ shoukt be dining

on silvø$ard¡nesÞnd $rce$ot tuna with garden green beans.

You should be feasting from a big goben dish piled(high)as the sky with freshty caught fish.and

f ¡ed>ryÍe,l Ttlî,*m @,n ip øusþrdpr. fl iu*v livø\ in (sweer s ræar)oust.

t* *@'f,[?o xe couloni resc(rrir*irç) vo, ir ¡s ruer r am (,vstngof thb!
a5

And at tlnt very mornent, the smart little mot¡se slipped urder the cd and into his hor-se.

Mother, o mother, I learned today that teås¡ng the cat is dangercus play.

Ard waving gooóbye to the b¡g fat cat, he slammed the doq! And that was that.
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Sh ,ron

A Bearniful Feast for a Bg King Cat

Brg cat, btg cãt cdch me if yw can The mouse teased the cat and ran, ran, ran.

He ran tfroL¡gh the meadow and ran thror.rgh tlre wood. He ran for horne as fast as he coub.

Mcffìer, o mother. please save me frrn the cdl He is bþger than bq and fdter than fd!

Mothef jumped up took the cat by surprise, You great brg bully, prck on soífìeone your own sizel

St-re pulled the ta¡l of that bg fA cat arÚ slammed tlre door Ard that was thd!

Brg cat, brg cat, cdch me íf you can. The mor.se teased the cd ard ran, ran, ran.

He ran through the meadow and ran through tl¡e wood. He ran for horne.as fa,S as he coub.

Mother O mcther, qubk, open the door! The tig fat cat is here orrce rnore!

Motlrer jumped up with fire h her eyes, You gred brg bully pirl< on someorì€ yo-r own size.

She tweaked the fìose of ttat b¡g fd cat and shmmed the doof. And th€ú was thá!

Btg cat, fig cd, catch me if you can! Ttp rnouse teas€d fie cã ard ran ran, ran.

He ran tfuough the medotv arú ran frough tte wooct. l-le ran for horne as tast as he coub.

But the cat took a shortcut afead of ttp mome and got thefe ñrst at trìe Enþ frKuse hoæe.

Hb eVes were a-twinlde, tis face was a4nin, and he opened his þws to wdcsne Mq¡se h.

The littþ mouse krsrr he ttad l6t the race. There was nowhere to go, thøe w¿ls rþ hktF€ dæe.

But he dkjnl lose ftop€, and qui* as a wirk, tld frþttened littþ mouse start€d to th¡rk,

O beaúiful c¿rt, you wondors thing, a meal of orìe mouse b not fit for a kirp. Yor shot¡H be dining

on silver sardines.and slices of tuna with garcten green beans.

You shoutd be feasting frorn a big golden dish piled high as the sky with freshty caught fsh.and

fried chi<J<en bones with calnip cftrst.and plump juicy livers in sweet Sugar dust.

The cd clæed his eyes. He couldnï resbt hirl<ing, Yes, lt b true! I am wøÛty of thb!

And at that very momefÌt, ttìe smaft little mor¡se slipped under the cd and ¡nto hb house.

Motrer, o mother, I learned today that teåsing üe cat is dangerots day.

Ard waving good-bye to the bil fat cat, he slammed the doq! And that was thd.



An tt¿t

A Beautiful Feast fø a Bq Khrg Ca

Big cat. hg cd cdch me n tfy The mouse teased the cd and ran, ran, ran.

He ran tlrough the meadow€# ran thruph tfle wood. He ran for home as fast as he coub.

Mother, o mother, please save me frøn the cdl He is b(¡ga than bþ and fatter tlnn fat!

Mother jumped up took the cat by surprse, You great brg bully, piJ< on so{Tìeorìe your own stzel

She pulled lhe tail of that big fd câ ard slammed tll€ dot And Îtìat was thd!

B¡g cat, bg cat, caüch me if you can. The moæe tease'd the c¿t ard ran, ran, ran.

He ran through the meadowâ# r- through the wood. He ran for horne.as fa$ as he coub.

Mother O r.nn*,ffiop"n the door! The brg fat cat b here or¡ce more!

Motfìer jumped up with fire in her eyes, You Eeat brg btdly pi:k on someone yotr own size.

She tweaked the rìose of tlnt b¡g fd cat and shmmed the doø. And thd was tha!

Btg cat, t{l cd, czilch me if you can! The moæe teased the cd arÚ ran rÍìn, ran.

He ran tfrowh the meadow and ran tfrægh ttc wood. l'þ ran fir hffiìe as tast as he co{.ü.

Bu1.tgj¡t.r&ok a shortortQfre$of the mouse and gd ttrere tust al the lttle rnotse lrorse.

Hs@ves)vere ætwinHe, his face was a-grin, arÉ tre opened hb irws to wdcsn€ Mq¡se h.

The tittþ mous{qretùe had læt the r¿Ìce. nge was(nowtrer}to go, th€re was no fr¡rfng pþce.

B,r n€?Friltiæe rroqe, qçd+" a wirx@rithten€d little mor¡se dfurto rrir*.
o beautitut ot, prtuffi(t,"g) afr,eaþlf,e mors{s not fit for 

" 
kjd Yor.¡ shot¡H be ctining

onpffi .rdi nes . and åfiÇOt tu na *it! garden sreen q3a*
you shouro oe(teastinsEä)a o¡s &ffioisn 6ibfi'¡õ)as the sky wit h.and

#.n,"rrn oones ("itùatipfrr.rslano QumilructG"ø) n 6*eefXus", &åt 
M s

Tr'e cd Qæeo)rs eyes. He couHnT resSt@ò Ve+@l *'@iEof thb!

And at ttnt very momeflt, tfre(ft-d)ittle mouse slippedútråthe cd and irno hb lrouse.

Mother, o moth€r, I learned today that teasing üe cat is clangcrous play.

And waving good-bye to the bþ fat cat, he slanrned the doü! Arìd that was thd.



Atan

A Beautiful Feæt for a Bll King Cat

Bþ cat, bg cat cdcfì me if yw can. The mouse t?âsed tfì€ cat and ran, ran, ran.

He ran tfrough the meådow ard ran tnraæ¡¡twood. He ran for hsne as fast as he coub.

Mcdfìer, o mother, please save me frøn theícàl He is bqqer than bb and fdter ûtan fd!

Mother jumped up, took the cat by surprlse, You Eeat brg bully, pid( on so{rìeone your own srze!

6*r@,ne tail of that b{g fg cat ard slammed fi€ doo'. And that was fid!
B(l cat, b€ cat, cdch me if yat can. The motse tæsed the cd ard ran, ran, ran.

He ran through the meadow and ran through tlp wood. He ran for lsne.as fast as lp coub.
Please

Motlìer O mothø4Oukk, open tlre door! The bg fat cat is here orce nrore!

Motf'er jumped tp with ñre in her eyes, You efed b'g btúly pir* on ssneone yor wn size.

tweaked the rìose of that b¡g fd cat and slammed the door. And th€û was tha!

B€ cat, bA cd, catch me if yor.¡ can! The motse tæsed the ca ar¡d ran ran, ran.

He ran tlro€h the meadow and ran ttrorjgh the wood. l-le ran fu hqne as fast as he cou$.
+

Bú the cat iook a shortcut@ and got there frst ar üe fttþ ßìouse house.

Hb eyes were a-twinlde, rus Ètças a{rin, and he opened hb i¡ws to rydcûn€ Mcrse h.

rneb#rno,s"[mOn"ti-op^1.t1: race Trrøe was nowtrere to so. tt-. *o *@5pb..
t**t5A',öI*", a.dgurgasa 1.rk,-n@ moLee started tothirk,

O beautitulcat, you wondrots thÍp, a@f rre mouse b not fit fa a king. Yqr shflld U(At¡ttg)

on sitver sardines.and slbes o{ tuna with(gardetEeen beans.

vouþnouuþ ,"rr,,ri't-f* *r ¿ö.isn dre,{¡isr)as tne sky with@esnryffiì>on."no

iedlhi<J<en bones with catnip crlst.arìd plump þby livers in sweet sugar úJSt.

The cd dæed his eyes. He cotidn't resbt thirkirp, Yes, it is tru€! I am wathy of útb!

And at that very moflìefit, the smart little mouse sþped under the cd arìd into tis lroæe.

Moüer, o mother, I learned today that teås¡ng üe cat is dang€rous day.

ArÉ waving good-bye to the tlig fìat cat, he slammed the doq! And thd was thd.



An nq

A Beautiful Feast for a Bil King Cat

Brg cat, brg cd cdcfi me if you can. The mor¡se teásed the cat and ran, ran, ran.

He ran tfrough the meadow ard ran thrægh the wood. He ran for horne as fast as he coub.

Motfrer, o motf€r, please save me frøn the cat! He is bçtgø than b¡g and fæter tlan fdl

Mother jum@ up, took the cat by surprise, You great brg bully, pk1( on someone your own size!

She pulled the tail of that b¡g fd cat ard slammed th€ dos. And that was thd!

Brg cat, bb cat, cdch me if yor.r can. The motse teased the ca arú ran, ran, ran.

He ran through the meadow and ran through the wood. He ran for home.as fast as he coub.

Moth€r O mcnher, quid<, open the door! The b€ fat cat is here once more!

Mother jumped ç with fire in her eyes, Yu: geat brg bully pick on sorneone you own size.

She tweaked the nose of tlnt bþ fd cat and shmmed the door. Arìd thd was tha!

Elil cat, tf,l cd, cätch me if you can! The nþ{se teased tlìe cd arÉ ran ran, ran.

He ran tfrough the meadow arÉ ran through the wæd. l'{e ran for hqne as tast as he coub.

But the cat took a slrcrtcut ahead of the mouse and qot Ûì€fe trst at th€ Bttle rrKxrse house.

Hb eyes were a-twirdde, hb face was agrin, and he ooened hb i¡.rs to wdcûn€ Mqse h.

The littþ mo{rse lglelv h€ l@ lct the race. There-wag nowhere togto, there w¿ts no hil¡U pbe.qs(sc.) *he (-)
Bú he diln't lose hope, ¡rË riuid< as a winlç Ë* fi'(¡t¡tene<l linþ mqse started to thirk,

O beautiful crìt, you *i¡fr.Ë thing, a meal of one mouse b not fit fa a king. Yor¡ shot¡ld be dining

on silver sardines.and -s¡¡€es of tuna with garden Eeen beans.

You should be feasting frorn a big golden dish piled high as the sky witf(tresnpcaught fsh.and

ied,bhk*en bones with catnip cr*,."rdffi PItfi 
tivq{insweet suqar ch.¡st.

@. He egldn\ resblthirking, Yes, it b truel I am wøtty of thb!

And at tlnt very mofiìefrt, tneþmaÇittte mouse slipped under the cd and into hb house.

Mother, o mother, I learned today tìat teasing the cat is dangøons play.

-@ god+ye to the big fat cat, he slarnmed the doq! Arìd that was thd.
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Lists or Richard's Ï::::1,".,, ror support
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Appendix F

Students' writing and spelling analyses to support Table 1



wRtT]NG #1

PREDICTION
02.08 94
Rkfia¡d

lnvented Spellings

cadnt (can't)
kach (cdch)
sad (sad)
wnt (want) 2
hi(he)
bndt (didn't)

Total different words: 6
Total runnir€ words: 7

Totaldifferent words in text:
Tctalrunning wsds ¡n texl:

WRITING #2
WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED?
02.09.94

lnvented Spellings

wendo (window) 2

Total differentwords: 1

Totalrunning words: 2

Totaldifferent words ¡n te)Ít: I
Total runnirp words in text: 14

wFilTlt'¡G #3
NEXT EPTSODE (COiúPOSED ON COMPUTER)
02.15.96

lnvented Spellings

wd (went)

sae (saw) 2
than (then) 2
karn (came)
affi (afier)

Total different words: 5
Totalrunnirg words: 7

Total different words ¡n text: 15

Conventional Spellings

üre 3 cat
mouse 2 do
you eal2
f ish to
mouses

Total ditferent wøds: 9
Totalrunnirg words: 13

Conventionally spelled: 6@/o
Conventionally spelled: 65o/o

Conventional Spellings

ü84 cd
look 2 in
and
mouse
out of

Total different words: I
Total running words: 12

Conventionally spelled: 88.89/o
Conventionally spelled: 85.7 1o/o

15
20

Conventional Spellings

the 4
mouse 2
to
and 3
dog
ran

park
a
he
cd

Total differern words: 10
Totalrunning words: 16

Convemionally spelled: 66.670/o



Totalrunning wøds in texl: 23

WFIITNG #4
04.22.94

lnvented Spellings

sied (saiQ 4
wlve (wotf)
outsied (outs¡de)
snak (snake)
shrad (shed)
sken
hibrnat (hibernate)
wainter (winter)

Total differert words: 8
Total running words: 11

lnvented Spellings

fsk (thirk)
dd (that)
mfammas (mothø motse)
PaiRTEp (put)
haisn (hb)
PaRTuit (paws)
DanÏi(then)
sghs(squeak his)
bnoosT.(nose)
noTKuokrve (-)

Total different words:' 10
Totalrunnirp words: 10

Totaldifferent words in text:
Total running words ¡n text

R¡.la (ran)
hmawy (home)

Conventionally spelled: 69.56 o/o

Conventional Spellings

b4
sleep
home 7
in5
cave 6
for 5
me4
yes 4
rocls
bat

all
l4
th¡s
look
food
nry
on
he5
bear

Total difierent words in text: 27 ConvertiornËy spdled: 610/o
Total runnirg wøds in texÍt: 76 Cofivertionally spefled: @6

PREDICTIOfII WRITING #1 (dore afrer the bil book wæ infoduced and part was red
bvÐ
02.08.94
Anita

Total different words: 1 9
Totalrunnirg words: 65

Conventional Spellings

I

will

12
12

Total different words: 2
Totalrunniq wsds: 2

Conventionally spelled . 17o/o

Conventionally spelled '. 17o/o

he
The 4

WRIT]NG #2
What actually happened? (wrinen after reacting the story with the computer-O2.æ 94)

lnvented Spellings Conventional Spellings



wsRBh (was) á. 2
rm ftm)
BhmTD (behind)
hno
hern (hrn)
masmk (motse) littþ 2
sþd (sad) you
Dat (donT) io
wdo (want)
dtwv (eã)
fah (fsh) and
Bas (bread) it
tat (thought) in
abat (about)
masv (motse)
sak (sntrck)
has (hb)
haskc (house)

Total different words: 19 Total different words: 9
Totalrunnirq wøds: 21 Totalrunnirg words: 15

Totaldifferent words in text: 28 Cmvertionally speled: Q.14o/o
Total runnirg words in telÍ:36 Conventional¡y speled: 41.@/o

WRIT'IT.¡G #3
The next epbode (written after sg¿erd readings of book and on screen-
02.15.94
This writhE was printed wiÛl hnryfonts

lnvented spellings Conventional Spellings

MasTU (mouse) 2 The 6
maT (md) cd 3
aqand (æa'n) he
Diunow ( dklnÏ)
no (knour)
hao (who)
w.asn (was) sdJ 2
dao (do) you
wd (want) to 2
(Bae (be) nry
fandl(friend) Yes
Dao fth€V)

. wat (weflt)
Pakid (park)

Total different words: 14 Total dÍtferer¡t words: I
Total running wsds: 15 Total running words: 17

Total different words in text: 22 Conventionally spelled: 36.36V0
Total runn¡ng words in text: 32 Conventionally spelled: 53.13P/o

WRI]-ING #4
04.21.94

lnvented Spellings Conventional Spellings



houme (home)
okaas (ûcas)
fran (frsn)
era (ear) 3
wach (wdch)
ora (otJt)
seid (sad)
fisis (fishes)

snrn (swin)
line (litile)
phs (plarüs)
s¡ad (sa$
DaDe (baby)
aninb
zarn (tl'rern)
lnv (have)

chz (daua)

Total Differefit words 17
Totalrunning words n
Total different words in teLt:
Total running words in te).t:

WRITIÌ.IG #1

PREDlCTlOf.l
02.08.94
Sharon

lnvented Spellings

here (hear)
søn (some)
trable (trouble)

Tdaldifferent words: 3
Tctalrunnirp words: 3

Totaldifferent words in text:
Total runnirE words ¡n text:

in2
b7

a8
homeT

in3
rhe I
wãer 5
fø5
me5
y€s 3
saíd
l7
fish

aÅ2
day 2
yau 2
bds
lke 2
to

añ2
cr#
de

Total Different words
Total runrÉrg words

Conventionally spelled: fi .41o/o
ConventionalÌy spelled: 81.48Plo

22
88

39
108

21
u

Conventional Spellings

I - think that
the 6 mouse 2 wll 4
keep on teasing
d.2 and3 mo.n
she give mik
little get in

Total differer¡t worcb: 18
Totalrunnirq wøds: 31

Conventionally spelled: 85.7't 0/o

Conventionally spelled: 91.17o/o



WRITING #2
WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED?
02.09.94

lnvented Spellings

teasd (teased)
thouk (took)
alost (aFnost)

Tcnal different words: 3
Totalrunning wøds: 3

Totaj different words ¡n texf : 14
Total runnirg words in ten: 27

WRITING #3
NEXT EPISODE
02.15.95
lnvented Spellings

sile (saiÐ 2
minit (minute)
prorn€s (promise)
aæn (æain)

Total different worcls: 4
Total running words: 5

Total different words ¡n text:
Total runnirg words in telít:

WFlTlf-¡G #4
04.22.94

lnvented Spellings

foreste (føest)
becaue (because)
ils (irs)

Conventional Spellings

ü€8
short
¿Ûe

in

mouse 3
cut
ran
house

cd3
and 3
under

Total different words: 11
Tctalrunning wøds: 24

Conver¡tionalty spelled: 78.57o/o
Conventionally spelled: 88.89/o

Conventional Spellings

the I
in
mouse 3
we
friends
to
ir
and 3
would
his
tease

next week
ært< maþe
m€{ d,4
can be
now wanted
th¡rk abotlt
for a
then 2 he
he'd be
friend never
him yes

Totaldifferent worG:
Total runnirg words:

Conver¡tionally spelled: 89. 1 9/o
Conver¡tionally spelled: 90.7 4o/o

Conventional Spellings

33
49

37
54

a21
pond 11
meB
day
sa¡d 5
l7
jtrnp
beaver
safer
not 2

home 14
b7
yes 4
twrgs
the 7
live 4
frorn 2
get
gold fish
duck

in 13
for 8
al
to
frog
th¡s 3
l¡ty-pad
but
tree
feed



on plants no
child house

Totalditferent worG; 3 Total different words: 35
Totalrunning wøds: 3 Total runnirg words: 13g

Totald¡tferent words in tert: 38 Conventionalty spelled: g?/o
Totalrunnirç words in ten: 141 ConverÌt¡onally spelled; g60/o

WFIITNG #1

PREDICTIOf.J
02.08.94
Alan

lnvented Spellings Conventional Spellings

thk (think) I rhd the Z
fid¡at (find out) mqrì wÅ Z and
gitin (gA in) mice
taba (rouÖle)

Totaldifferent words 4 Total difisent words: 7
Total runnirg words: 4 Total running wq6: g

Total ditferefit words in telft: 11 Convent¡onal¡y spelled: 63.640lo
Tctalrunrtrg wacb h terr 13 Conventionally spelled: 6g.23plo

wFìtTt¡G #2
WHATACTUALLY HAPPENED
02.09.94

lnvented Spellings Conventional Spellings

sb (sad) 3 the 4 mi;e 2 to 2
owgoin (overgrown) 2 6.3 I eat
to (too) to orv and
til fltüe)
an (an)
hovef (have)
sifr (sitver)
frh (fish)

Totalditferent words: 8 Tdal Ditferent wøds: g
Totalrunnirp words: 11 Total runnirp words: 16

Total diffefent words ¡n te)ft: 17 conver¡tionally spelled: 52.g4o/o
Total runnirg words in refi: 27 conventionally speiled: 59.26!ó

WRlTll.lG #3
NEXT EPISOOE
02.15.95

lnvented Spellings Conventional Spellings



sae (saw)2
mouse 4
chaas (chased)
rakoon (raccoon)
q(cry')2
bans
llir (linle)
hwos (house)

Total d¡fferent words. 7
Tcfalrunning words: I
Total different words ¡n te¡f : 17
Total runnirp words in text: 38

wRtT'r¡¡G #4
04.22.94

lnvented Spellings

heck (lake) 3
terbale (turtle)
s€rne (swin)
seds (satd) 2
Beaers (beavers)
splache (splash)
feche (fsh)
karp (cãp)
sape (sleep)

Toal different words: 10
Totalrunning words: 14

Totaldifferent words in tent: 23
Totalrunn¡r€ words in text: 61

PREDICTICf,¡ WRITING #1
02.08.94
Anna

lnvented spellings

mose (mouse)
Aste (asked)
hase (chase)
too (to)
Pell(prdl)
hare (fni)

Totaldifferent wøds: 6
Totalrunning wcds: 6

Total different words in text: 12
Total runnirp words in te)ít: 15

the I cat 3

ard 3
lp-2
gast 2

êû zoo
rut 2
into

ïotal different worcfs: 10
Totalrunning words. æ

Conventionally spelled: 58.8?/o
Conventionally spelled: 76. 3 1 o/o

Conventional Spellings

b3
a7
in4
me2
saij
here
al

t3
horne 5
Íot 2
yes 3
tf€ 3
cd
day

Total different worcls: 13
Totalrunning words: 47

Conventionalty spelled: 57olo
Convertionalty spelled: Ztrlo

Conventional Spellings

a
the 4
cd
Mqn
wf,l
cd's

Totaldifferent words:
Totalrunnirg words:

Conventionally spelled :

Conventionally spelled:

t
I

W/o
Wo



WRIllN¡G #2
WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED
02.09.94

lnvented Spellings

mause (mouse)
Rana (ran)
ender (urder)
Bekas (because)
WS (was)
heking (thinking)
af (oÐ

tauna (tuna)
Opand (opened)
rs (hs)
Mawthes (mouth)

Total clifferent words: 11

Total running words: 11

Total differer¡t words in text: 14
Total runnirB words ¡n te)d: 17

WRmf\¡G #3
Nent Episode -

Composed on the corngrter
02.15.94

lnvented Spellings

wase (was)
sae (sa¡r)
wde (want)
frand (friend)
b€kas (because)
nahing (nohing)
tesde (teased)

Total different words: 7
Tctal runn¡ng words: 7

Total different words in text: æ
Total running words ¡n telÍ: 40

Gonventional Spellings

The 3
câ. 2

a¡d

Totaldifferent wøds: 3
Totalrunning worcls: 6

Conventionally spelled: 21.4?/o
Conventionally spelled: 35.N/o

Conventional Spellings

the 5 you 3
next to
week be
rîy he
mouse 2 no
û. ddz
part< for
and me 2
cd aI
añ2 wæ
saij 2
do

Total drfferent worús: 22
TcÊalrunning words: 33

ConverÌtionally spelled: 75.860/o
Conventionally spelled: 82.5Vo



WRIÏNG #4
04.22.94

lnvented Spellings

skle (sai<10 sice (shark)
ded 9dead) fhis (fish)
there (theyre)2 raye (ray)
che (catch) dad (dead)
ssd (sword) fite (fþht)
ename's (enemies) prtct (protect)
sitf (selÐ

Total differern wøds: 13
Total running words:'14

Totaldifierent wøds in text: 39
Total runnirp words in lexÌ:72

wHTlh¡G #1

PREDICTIOI.¡
02.08.94
DonaH
lnvented spellings

thek CIh¡nlO 2
wa (wil)
gcn (geo
cherb (trouble)
becos (because)
fohv (follow)

Totaldifferent words: 6
rurnirp worcb: 7

Total different words in telrt:
Totalrunrúrp wø6 in text:

wRtTltJG #2
What aaualV happened
02.09.94

lnvented Spellings

moua (mruse) 3

tes (teased)
short
olno s (akno$)
eta (ate)
chit (chased)
unclr (under)

Conventional Spellings

a 11 home 7
sea4 b3
me5 yes3
14 eat
saiJ 2 sting
w

in4
fø5
the 3
good
fish 2

15
18

Total differer¡t words: 16
Total runnirg words: 58

Conventionally spelled : 40olo

Conventionally spelled : 8@/o

Conventlonal Spellings

t2 rhd
th€ 2 cd
¡n mom
will her
son

Total diffsert words: gTotal

Total running words: 11

Conventionally spelled: 6@/o
Conventbnally spelled: 61 . 1 o/o

Conventional Spellings

The I
cd5
ard 4



Total different words: 6
Totalrunning words: B

Totaj different words in terl:
Total running words in text:

WRIT]NG #3
Next ep¡sode
02.15.94

lnvented Spellings

wat (went)
matow (meadow)
rey las (relax) tflar (there)
wondeøing (wondøing)
wry (why)

das (plæe)
raisting (resting)
theking (thinking)
haw (how)
de com (becmre) 2
fras (filnds) 2
cot (gd)
frd (friend)
b€cam (became)

Total drfferent words: 27
Totalrunning words: æ

Total ditferer¡t words in text: 51
Tc(alrunning words ¡n text: 89

WFIIT]I.¡G #4
04.22.94

lnvented Spellings

jagole ûungle) 6
sile (saiCI 6
arade (around)
prsin (person)
line (lion)
monke (monkey)
thes (these)
thar (theyre)
flrv 0v)

Total different words: 5
Totalrunnirg words. 19

Conventionaily spelled: 45.45o/o
Conventionally spelled: 70.37o/o

Conventional Spellings

11

27

abea (dea)
wot (werü)

as (asked)
wod (wouU)
de (be)
dot (ftn't)
bog (brÆ)

sad (s¿XÐ

mø (mce)
dir (difl'r)
bag (hæ)
fas (füerds)

The 13 next
week á.5
to6 in
fp6 it
morJse 5 was 5
not coming

da
with and?
See 

'úâsrtz h¡s
sa¡d you
me him

Total cffferent words:
Totalrunning words:

Conver¡tionally spelled: 47.A60/o

Conventionally spelled: 67.41o/o

Conventional Spellings

24
60

iæel üungle)
arad (around)
flor (noq)
virse (vines)
hera (here)
eta (ed)
banans (bananas)
brkJs (birds)
wan (wum)

's6 a15
1o+ 7 me7
snake I 6
swing
foocl
here

home 13 in I
yes 6 heg
slither it
lke 2 it's
good tree
because

Totaldifferent words:
Totalrunn¡ng words:

Totaldifferent words ¡n telrt: 38
Totalrunning words in te>rt: 109

Total different words: 20
Total running words: 79

Convent¡onalþ spelled : 539/o

Conventionally sælled: 72.5o/o
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Appendix G

Copies of the oral and written questionnaires adminislered to students



NA tvl E__ _ DATE
C LASS

1. V/hen you are reading andcometo so¡"'¡ething youdon't know. what do you do?

Do you do anything else?

2. V/ho is a good reader that you kno'..;?

3. Vlhat makes __ a good reader?

4. V/hat do you think reading is abor¡t?

5. How do you think you learned to read?

6. How does your teacher help studer*s learn how to read?

7. Do you think you are a good reader? V/hy?

8. V/hat do you like to do on the compúer

9. What did you like best about readirp/writing at the computer?

10. lf you could read a story using thebook orthe computer which would youchoose? Why?



NAME

1. What does someone have to do to be a good reader?

2. When you come to something you don't know, what do you do?

3. How do you feel when you're reading and you have to ask
someone for a word?



4. How do you feel when you are reading on the computer and

you have to click on a word?

5. Do you think other students would like to use the computer

to read and write?
Tell me why?



6. Did the computer help you to get better at reading and

writing ?

Tell me how it helped.

Do you think we should use the computer with other kids?

What are some things that we need to know that would help kids

use the comPuter ?
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APPendix H

copy of the Heald-Taylor checklist for whole language mater¡als



r.¿¡rtuJÉr.,¿rJ¡t

Utaott¡c

lø cffmiw h d¡b pro¡rn in
rwlliq lor:

çrlity lirmm rcLcionrl
liu¡ruæ ¡clcctiml

ní:ç o{ lis¡¡r løc (Flml,
gocrrr, infm¡iol, 6dhn¡¡lt

r nrity ol rurhanl
triryrphi: o{ rntml
li*iqr of hi¡h çrtiry litrrtw'

rrgglacøl d:cinl

lilaBrctiü

llo cllmin i¡ thir p<o¡rm in
prcidinS la:

tht inrcAnrim ol lirtming.
rpcelin¡. rcrdin¡. wriring
dr:m, mr, ¡ld vi¡u¡l
u¡l

rlnurk caeniurion of rtcicr
¡¡d ¡rudmt xiritic¡l

c¡rruurixd urrrçicr for tlr
ol xritiry cas¡. ¡xh ¡¡ bool
cq¡xrr' li¡rnin! pou. drrm
ø¡a. cmtmim ¡¡a, ¡n
c:lim, wriring trblcl

tha inrc3r¡rim ol dlr cm¡mt
¡ra¡, ¡qh ¡¡ wtlmtic¡,
ritrxc. si¡l ¡tudÊ¡, m¡ic.
rnd phyrkd cdxetirnl

lnrwtml Snctc¡itt

tlq¡ cllmirc i¡ rhir progr:m in
¡cding lor:

rhercd rcedin¡l
bool r¡ll¡l
choel r¡rlingl
*ory rcrding;f
rtor¡rcllin¡l
liumin¡ sivirÞrl
cæpcr¡r¡E k:min¡f
d¡¡ruriu¡im. ¡xh ar rolc y'ry,

¡rppcr plr¡r, miæ.
inproriutiml

dcb¡ral
Fsd dir¡tiool
pollcm.rclriry r<ririticl
irdivilurlird rcrdin¡t
trxanrrSin3 tru&nl ¡o uta ¡

nritry o{ rcJin¡ rrrtrc¡kr,
u ¡rìrurtr, gcrtrn o{ r}r ¡ar.

Son'ñ¡r W
,¡r/Érdt cf¡crir Efcs¡'r clËr¡ir

5r¡æht W
IæItætiæ ctlætiæ ElÍcctiæ cûÍætin

mning mry. cmtcrr. end
ptmct¿rl

¡rudt¡¡ ur ol w¡itin6 foldcrrt
ruddr uæ ol Tritin¡ præar (prc-

wririn& r.irint cdfamcing
dnfiin¡. rcirin¡ cdirín¡.
publi¡hin¡ll

mfaminS rrrrrc¡ial
pcc cmlamcin¡l
dp<rirmhrion wirh rpdling

tt¡ñmrr and urçl
miring rrrrregk:l
pbliùin¡ rtnr¡icrl

flo* clledin i¡ rhir pro¡nm in
grwilin¡ fa:

iucrprain rcriviticn rxh er
dreru, rolc y'ry, ir¡T¡wiutkn
lffi¡lEtl

imcrpraivc rcrivirier, ruclr r
di¡cu¡¡ion¡ c dcùc¡c¡ì

inrtrpraiw :crivitia, ¡xh ¡¡
painring. drewin6 or-rnd-g:rrc.
mo&lin¿ rnd corrnrcriml

hith6 ldd thinlin¡ acriviritr?
mprchodm *tiviticrl
uebol:ry rrudy rc{rrirc ro rhc

litceturc bcin¡ rcrdl
e vericty of rading rrrercgier. rwù

:r cloæ cræircr, gerran
rørcrrrc, mning. trrcmry,
picturc clm. and phomricr?

ghmric rcrivirkr rh¡l rcl¡tc ro
mding end wririn¡. n.l t¡ wll
¡¡ w¡irrm?

¡till mivi¡i¿r b¡æd m rhc red¡
o{ mdmr¡l

FÆlsr*t

llur cflcair i¡ ¡hir pro¡nm in
grwilin¡ lr:

nl¿lcßic¡ l(r ¡upFrrrinß rc¡€hcr¡
in obnvilç rrudtn¡¡ ¡¡ ¡lrt
ur lengua¡cl

nrkric rJ lomrr lu collccrin¡
hlormrin ¡uch rr lrn¡urç
remplcr, clrccll¡$r, n¡nnin3
ncordr, ac.l

opporruniÉr for ¡rudcnn m
anlurtc tlrcir lrngur;r ¡tËrhl

¡.mplcl o{ rtpirl l¡nßur¡r
bchæior iormro¡i¿rl

bd¡ncc bcnrn rtrnd¡rdircd ¡nd
inhnul cr¡lu¡rin ¡rrxtduml

(u*u-iãi{or [qgq, p¡ss ^q,ù


